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Resumen

Las células fotovoltaicas basan su funcionamiento en el atrapamiento eficiente de

luz para su posterior conversión en energía eléctrica mediante la separación de

cargas. Habitualmente, los sistemas usados para minimizar las perdidas por fotones

no absorbidos se basan en láminas delgadas interferenciales y/o en aumentar el

espesor del medio activo. En los últimos años dentro de la comunidad fotovoltaica

existe un interés creciente en usar diversos tipos de nanoestructuras para aumentar

la eficiencia, ya sea minimizando la reflexión o aumentando la absorción. Estas

técnicas son conocidas como light-trapping o de atrapamiento de luz.

El uso de nanostructuras ópticas periódicas, es decir cristales fotónicos, puede ser

muy beneficioso frente a las laminas interferenciales convencionales y así justificar

las posibles desventajas derivadas de necesitar una fabricación más compleja. De

hecho, los cristales fotónicos presentan una mayor flexibilidad a la hora de diseñar

la respuesta óptica del sistema: reflexión, transmisión y absorción. Esto permite

mejorar la eficiencia, ya sea reduciendo la reflexión del sistema y/o incrementando

la absorción mediante el aumento del camino óptico efectivo.

Esta tesis se centra en el diseño de cristales fotónicos para células basadas en

materiales III-V. Estos materiales son los que alcanzan una mayor eficiencia en la

conversión de luz a electricidad. Existe un alto interés en mejorar la ya de por si

elevada eficiencia de esta tecnología, con el objetivo de reducir el coste de la

electricidad producida en terminos de kWh/$. Una característica importante a

tener en cuenta es que estos materiales son usados de forma habitual en sistemas

ópticos de concentración, con la consecuencia de que la superficie de la capa

semiconductora puede reducirse tres ordenes de magnitud con respecto a la de

módulos convencionales. Esto obviamente abarata el coste de introducir

nanoestructuras en el proceso de fabricación.
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Como es habitual, en el Capítulo 1 se hace una introducción de los fundamentos y

la motivación del uso de cristales fotónicos en células fotovoltaicas. El resto de la

tesis esta organizada en cuatro capítulos presentando los resultados publicados,

un capítulo de conclusiones y dos apéndices detallando los métodos utilizados. En

este resumen se presenta una sinopsis de cada capítulo.

En el Capítulo 2, mediante cálculos numéricos, se muestra que usando cristales

fotónicos ya sea en la parte frontal y/o en la parte posterior de una célula de

arseniuro de galio (GaAs) bajo concentración se consigue en el mejor de los casos

un incremento de un 1 % en eficiencia con respecto a una estructura convencional.

Este diseño es novedoso frente a la mayoría de las propuestas de la literatura ya que

la nanostructura está en las capas adyacentes a la capa activa. Evitar nanostructurar

la capa activa previene que incremente la recombinación en la superficie de la

nanostructura, y hace que este diseño sea más compatible con los dispositivos

actuales.

Las estructuras en la parte trasera incrementan la fotocorriente, pero aparece una

penalización en el voltaje. En cambio, las estructuras en la parte frontal incrementan

la fotocorriente pero no presentan esta disminución en el voltaje. El tamaño de las

estructuras óptimas en la parte frontal es tal que se beneficia de tener un periodo

más pequeño que la longitud de onda mínima del rango espectral utilizado, pero

lo suficientemente grande para permitir el confinamiento de luz y el aumento de

camino óptico dentro del sustrato de mayor índice de refracción. Esta regla de

diseño es utilizada en el Capítulo 3 como punto de partida.

El Capítulo 3 se centra en diseñar un anti-reflectante nanoestructurado para

células solares tándem. Estas células utilizan la mayor parte del espectro solar, lo

que representa un reto a la hora de minimizar las perdidas por reflectividad. La

estructura optimizada para minimizar la reflexión esta inspirada en el ojo de una

polilla (moth-eye) y es por ello que consta de conos nanométricos dispuestos en

una red periódica. Esta estructura se caracteriza por absorber eficientemente la luz,

dado que las polillas son generalmente nocturnas. Obviamente, la estructura

propuesta presenta grandes cambios con respecto a la encontrada a la naturaleza.

Esto es debido a que las condiciones de operación son distintas en los dos casos,

fundamentalmente el sustrato usado en una tandem tiene un mayor indice de

refracción que el que puede tener el ojo del insecto. Esto dificulta en gran medida



el acoplo luz desde el medio incidente.

La estructura optimizada tiene un diseño sencillo de dos capas, con sólo una de

ellas nanoestructurada parcialmente. Este diseño tiene una transmisión del 99 %

del espectro (1 % en perdidas por reflectividad y absorción de la capa

anti-reflectante). En comparación, una capa interferencial estándar tiene una

transmisión de un 95.5 %. Por otro lado, la superioridad de la nanoestructura

frente a la capa interferencial se mantiene para ángulos de incidencia fuera de la

normal. Esta mejora de la transmisión es resultado de la combinación de los

efectos de índice gradual y al confinamiento parcial de la luz en el dieléctrico, que

es un efecto puramente fotónico. Éste hallazgo, sustenta la idea de que el camino

hacia mejorar la transmitividad de estas capas debe estar basado en la

combinación de efectos 3D, como los modos fotónicos del cristal, con efectos 1D

como lo es el índice gradual. Por otro lado, cabe destacar que esta nanoestructura

es capaz de aumentar el camino óptico efectivo dentro de la célula pudiendo

permitir en un futuro adelgazar las capas activas de la célula.

En el Capítulo 4 demostramos la viabilidad de la nanoestructura diseñada en el

capítulo anterior. Se realiza una fabricación de esta nanoestructura en el laboratorio,

usando tecnologías compatibles con la industria: litografía interferométrica láser y

ataque por plasma reactivo. La estructura fabricada no ideal, reduce las pérdidas

por reflectividad a tan sólo un 1.4 % para el rango espectral en el que trabaja una

célula de GaAs (400-870 nm). Esto representa un 15 % de mejora relativo frente a

haber utilizado un anti-reflectante estándar. Si consideramos un rango más amplio

de longitudes de onda (400-1800 nm), esta estructura puede reducir las pérdidas por

reflectividad a tan sólo un 3.1 %, (un 31 % de mejora frente a la lamina interferencial

estándar) demostrando el potencial de este diseño. En cualquier caso, el diseño

utilizado puede alcanzar mejores resultados con un mayor control de las tecnologías

de fabricación.

En el último capítulo, 5, se explora el uso de estas nanoestructuras para tecnologías

fotovoltaicas no convencionales como es el caso de una célula termo-iónica asistida

por una capa semiconductora. En este capítulo se combinan las estructuras de

los Capítulos 2 y 3 para incrementar la absorción y actuar como anti-reflectante

de la lamina semiconductora. La tecnología de estos dispositivos no esta tan

avanzada como en el caso de las células convencionales, por ello en este capítulo se



exploran las posibles mejoras mediante modelos analíticos de absorción aparte de

los numéricos. El análisis analítico de la absorción demuestra que la viabilidad de

este dispositivo pasa por atrapar la luz eficazmente en capas ultrafinas de menos

de 100 nm.

Finalmente en el Capítulo 6 se presentan las conclusiones finales y una perspectiva

global de los resultados.

En los Apéndices A y B se detallan respectivamente los métodos experimentales y

los métodos numéricos utilizados en esta tesis. En concreto durante su desarrollo

se diseño y realizó un montaje experimental de litografía interferométrica de bajo

coste (Apéndice A.1), que sirvió para la fabricación mostrada en el Capítulo 4.

En resumen, esta tesis se centra en diseñar, analizar y fabricar estructuras fotónicas

para tecnologías fotovoltaicas basadas en materiales III-V.



Summary

Photovoltaic solar cells base their operation on the efficient light absorption and the

subsequent conversion into electricity by separation of electric charges. Generally,

solar cells use interferencial layers and/or thick absorbers to minimize the optical

losses. In recent years, the photovoltaic community has a growing interest in using

various types of nanostructures to increase the efficiency, minimizing either the

reflectivity and/or increasing the absorption. These techniques are known as light

trapping. The use of nanostructures with periodic permi�ivity, i.e. photonic crystals,

can be very beneficial compared to the conventional interferential layers and this

enhancement justifies the possible disadvantage of requiring a more complex

fabrication. Indeed, photonic crystals have great flexibility in designing the optical

response of a system, namely the reflection, transmission and absorption. This

flexibility allows to improve efficiency, either by reducing the reflection of the cell

and/or increasing the absorption by increasing the effective optical path.

This thesis focuses on the design of photonic crystals for III-V solar cells. These

cells achieve the greatest efficiency in converting light to electricity. There is a high

interest in improving the already high efficiency to reduce the cost of the produced

electricity in terms of kWh/$. These materials are generally used with optical

concentration systems, with the consequence that the surface of the semiconductor

layer can be reduced three orders of magnitude in comparison to conventional solar

cells. This factor obviously lowers the cost of using nanostructures in concentration

technology.

As usual, in Chapter 1 an introduction to the motivation and fundaments of using

photonic crystals in photovoltaics is made. The rest of the thesis is organized into

four chapters presenting the results, a conclusion chapter and two appendices

detailing the methods used. This summary provides an overview of each chapter

presented.
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In Chapter 2 we have modeled gallium arsenide solar cell (GaAs) under

concentration and we have introduced the photonic crystals in the analysis. By

using either photonic crystals on the front and/or back of cell an increase of 1% in

efficiency is achieved in the best case compared to a conventional device. The

novelty of this design against most of the proposals in the literature is that the

nanostructure is in the adjacent layers to the active layer. Avoiding

nanostructuring the active layer prevents an increase in charges recombination on

the surface of the nanostructure, and it makes this design more compatible with

existing devices. The optimal structures at the back increase the photocurrent, but

a penalty on the voltage appears, whereas the front structures introduce also an

increase in the photocurrent but without a reduction on voltage. The size of the

front nanostructure benefits from having a smaller la�ice parameter than the

minimum wavelength of the spectral range used, but having a period large enough

to allow light confinement and increasing the optical path within the substrate

with higher refractive index. This design rule is used in Chapter 3 as starting point.

Chapter 3 focuses on designing an anti-reflective coating for a tandem solar cell.

These cells use most of the solar spectrum, which represents a challenge when

minimizing the reflection losses. The structure optimized is inspired in nature,

the moth eye. It is composed by cones peridically distributed. This structure

is characterized by efficiently absorbing light, since moths need to see at night.

Obviously, the structure proposed has major changes from the one found in nature.

This is because the operating conditions are quite different in the two cases, in

particular the substrate used in a III-V tandem has a higher refractive index than

the one that can be found inside the eye of the insect. This greatly hinders coupling

light from the incident medium to the semiconductor. The final optimized structure

has a simple design of two layers, with only one partially nanostructured. This

design has a transmission spectrum 99% (1% losses due to the reflectivity and

absorption of the anti-reflective layer). In comparison, an standard interferential

layer has a transmission of 95.5%. Furthermore, the superiority of the nanostructure

against interferential layer is maintained for angles out of the normal direction.

This improvement in the transmission is result of combining graded index effects

effects and light confinement in the dielectric, which is a purely photonic effect.

These findings support the idea that the best way to improve the transmissivity of

these layers must be based on the combination of 3D effects, such as the photonic



crystal eigenstates, with 1D effects like the graded index. Also, this nanostructure

is able to increase the effective optical path within the cell, so it may allow in the

future to thin the active layers of the cell.

In Chapter 4 we demonstrate the viability of the nanostructure designed in the

previous chapter. The nanostructure fabrication is done in the laboratory, using

compatible technologies with the industry, as the laser interferometric lithography

and reactive ion etching. The reflectivity of the structure made achieves a loss

of only 1.4% for the spectral range of GaAs cell (400-870 nm). This represents an

improvement on 15% versus the standard anti-reflective coating. If we considered

a wide spectrum (400-1800 nm), this nanostructure a�ains a reflectivity loss of

only 3.1%, (31% improvement over standard interferential coating) demonstrating

the potential of this design. In any case, the design used can achieve be�er results

(1% optical loss) with further optimization of the fabrication process, as shown in

Chapter 3.

In the last chapter, Chapter 5, these nanostructures are used for a non conventional

photovoltaic technology such as the photo-enhanced thermo-ionic cell. In particular

we have combined the structures from Chapter 2 and Chapter 3 and optimize

to this device. The technology of these devices is not as advanced as in the case

of conventional cells, so in this chapter we explore possible improvements by

analytical models apart from the fully numerical models. The analytic studies show

that the viability of this device requires that the device must effectively absorb

light using ultra-thin layers with less than 100 nm.

Finally, in Chapter 6 the final conclusions and outlook of the results are presented.

In the Appendix A and Appendix B the experimental methods and numerical

methods used in this thesis are detailed. In particular, in Appendix A.1 the laser

interferometric lithography setup built for fabricating the nanostructures of

Chapter 4 is detailed.

In summary, this thesis focuses on design, analysis and fabrication of photonic

crystals for photovoltaic technologies based on III-V materials.





Chapter 1

Introduction

1.1 Solar energy outlook

In the following decades the global population is expected to rise from 7000 million

people in 2015 to 8500 million by 2030.[1] Also, it is foreseen that the comforts

of modern society will expand to high population countries as India or China.

As a consequence, the energy demand will increase exponentially. To solve the

problem, we should not rely on oil/carbon for the forthcoming years, as we would

surely increase the CO2 emissions and the air pollution. Also, we should not

depend on nuclear energy because it represents a perilous road, as demonstrated

by accidents like Fukushima or Chernobyl. Therefore, if we want to maintain and

improve our way of life as an modern society, renewable energies are completely

necessary. Photovoltaics represents one of the technologies with more potential

to support the increasing energy demand. In fact, one of the advantages of solar

cells is its availability: the sun radiation is present over the whole globe, see Fig.

1.1. As a consequence, the energy can be produced next to the demand, even for

remote areas. A typical single family home with 100 m2 requires around 10 m2 of

solar panels to satisfy its energy demand. But photovoltaics is also suitable for

large scale production, and several solar plants with capacity over 500 MW are in

operation.[2–4]

The first functional PV device was made by Fri�s in 1883.[6] Although, the

modern semiconductor p-n junction solar cell can be a�ributed to Bell Labs works

in the 1950s, when they introduced a silicon solar cell with 6% efficiency.[7]

Photovoltaics has been under heavy development since then.[8, 9]. In most cases,

1



Chapter 1. Introduction 2

Figure 1.1: Global solar radiation map from SOLARGIS[5]

quantitative performance metrics of advanced technologies increase

monotonically with accumulated production. This is known as the learning curve,

the most famous example being Moore’s law for transistor density as a function of

time. [10–12] In most cases, decades pass before a new technology reaches a level

of maturity that makes it competitive with well established technologies.

Nowadays, with initial investment costs of the order of 1$/Wa�.[12, 13],

photovoltaics starts to be competitive with other energy sources, like fossil fuels.

Thermodynamics will of course limit the efficiency in the process of obtaining

work, i.e. electricity. In this Carnot cycle the sun is the hot source (6000 K approx.)

and the solar cell is the cold sink (300 K approx.). Under these conditions the upper

limit of the efficiency is 95%. But more stringent limits are set by the details of the

energy conversion mechanism inside a photovoltaic diode. We have to consider

the semiconductor energy gap, the absorptivity and emissivity, the recombination

processes, and the diode equation in order to calculate the so called detailed balance

efficiency limit. This was done by Shockley and �eisser in their seminal paper,

Ref. [14]. They established an upper limit of 30% for a single junction solar cell

without optical concentration. Afterwards, equivalent limits were established for

multijunction devices, namely multiple gaps, increasing the upper limit to 86.8%.

[15, 16] The Shockley-�eisser limit is derived for a single gap semiconductor and

it plays a vital role in photovoltaics, as it helps to understand the fundamental
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losses in a photovoltaic device.

1.2 Shockley-Queisser limit

Except for a few atmospheric absorption bands, the spectrum from the sun

resembles that of an ideal blackbody at 5760 K. Photon absorption within the

semiconductor will create electron-hole pairs that can be used to generate work by

extracting the charge carriers through charge polarity selective contacts. One of

the fundamental loss mechanisms is due to photons with energy higher than the

bandgap generating electron hole pairs that will thermalize to the band edges;

whereas the photons with energy lower than the bandgap will not be absorbed in

the active part of the device. Using these conditions, we can establish an ultimate

efficiency for a single junction:

U = Eg Qs/Ps =

= Eg
2π
hc3

∫ ∞

Eg

E2

exp(E/kTs) − 1
dE

/ ∫ ∞

0

E3

exp(E/kTs) − 1
dE,

(1.1)

being Ps the total number of incident photons from the sun, Qs the number of

quanta of energy from the sun greater than Eg, i.e. the energy bandgap, Ts the

temperature of the sun (5760 K) and k the Boltzmann constant. This is the so called

ultimate efficiency. It is maximum for a band gap of 1.1 eV yielding an efficiency of

a 44 %. Yet, we have not introduced the temperature of our solar cell, and therefore,

this limit will be only true for an ideal cell at 0 K.

Introducing the temperature of the solar cell will also add two processes to the

analysis: the non-radiative and radiative recombination of charges. For the sake of

simplicity, we will assume that the non-radiative recombinations are avoidable,

and therefore will not appear in the upper limit. On the other hand, the radiative

recombinations are unavoidable in this upper limit as the solar cell at some

temperature will be another blackbody itself. The radiation upon and from the

solar cell will subtend different solid angles and as a consequence we have to

introduce a geometrical factor fi . This factor will be fw = 2.18 10−5 for radiation

from the sun without concentration and fc=1 for radiation from the solar cell.
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Following the notation of Ref. [14], we introduce the photon fluxes:

Fi = Ai fi (θ )Qi (T ,E,θ ) ' Ai fiQi (T ,E), (1.2)

Ai being the area of emission/absorption of the solar cell: A the surface collecting

photons and 2A the emi�er surface. Also, we will assume that the radiation flux,

Qi is constant with θ for simplicity, but this is not constant in general, as detailed

in Chapter 2. From Eq. (1.2) the sun photon flux is:

Fs = AfwQs(Ts,E), (1.3)

and the flux from the solar cell surface at equilibrium:

Fc0 = 2AfcQs(Ts,E). (1.4)

At this point, we have to introduce the diode physics in the limits to obtain the

photon fluxes and current from the solar cell out of equilibrium. We introduce the

diode equation for the current without illumination:

Idark ≡ I0(1 − exp(qV /kTc)) = qFc0(1 − exp(qV /kTc)), (1.5)

where we have assumed that the charge densities (n, p, ni ) follows a Maxwell

distribution, Fc(V ) = Fc0np/n
2
i = Fc0 exp(qV /kTc ).

Also, we can define the current under illumination at zero voltage, namely the

short-circuit photocurrent, Isc. The number of photogenerated charge carriers will

match the absorbed photons from the sun minus the emi�ed photons from the

cell:

Isc = q(Fs − Fc0). (1.6)

Combining Eq.(1.5) and Eq.(1.6), we are able to obtain the photocurrent at any

voltage:

I (V ) = Isc + Idark(V ). (1.7)

From Eq. (1.7) we can choose an operation voltage, Vop that will maximize the
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output power, max(I (V )V ), so the efficiency will be:

η = I (Vop)Vop/Pinc, (1.8)

where Pinc = AfwPs, in other words the incident power over the solar cell.

Before analyzing the different strategies to increase the efficiency, it is useful to

also define the open circuit voltage, substituting I = 0 in Eq. (1.7):

Voc = kTc/q ln(Fs/Fc0). (1.9)

Once we have obtained Eq. (1.8) we can start to analyze the optical losses of a

solar cell. Overall, we have assumed that the absorption is perfect, and obviously

this is not realistic. The absorption will limit the photon flux usable by the solar

cell, and therefore mainly affects the short circuit photocurrent. The incident

photon flux can be increased using an optical concentrator, namely fw,X = X fw,

where X is the concentration factor. The photocurrent will increase ∝ X whereas

voltage will increase ∝ log(X ), as can be seen in Eq. (1.6) and Eq. (1.9), respectively.

Increasing Fs using concentration increases the efficiency of the solar cell because

the concentration factor does not affect Fc0, as fc remains the same independently

of X . This way, we are modifying the ratio between geometric factors, which boils

down to the fact that the area collecting light from the sun and the area of the

solar cell are not the same anymore. Maximum concentration is mathematically

similar to what we would obtain if we were able to redirect the emi�ed and/or

the incident light so that the emission cone from the solar cell is the same as the

incident cone.

From Fig. 1.2 we could see the how the different strategies affect the efficiency.

The absorption obviously plays a decisive role in a photovoltaic device, whereas

by using concentrator systems or photon recycling schemes the efficiency can be

increased above the 30%.1

In summary, the fundamental optical losses in a solar cell are: limited absorption

1One consequence of using only one semiconductor is that we are losing photons with energies
below the band gap. Also, the photons with energy above the band gap, that will be absorbed, will
thermalize. In other words, the left-over energy will be lost as heat. Still, this can be effectively
reduced using tandem solar cells, namely combining more than one semiconductor, and therefore
band-gaps, as its explained in [16].
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Figure 1.2: Efficiency of a solar cell (Tc = 300 K) under illumination (Ts = 5760 K) as a
function of the energy bandgap. From green to yellow, the efficiency is calculated as a
function of the absorption without concentration (X=1). From red to blue the efficiency
is calculated as a function of the concentration factor (X ), with perfect absorption (A=1).
The efficiency at X=1 and A=1 is the black dashed line.

and emission losses. To minimize the former we will need to design structures

capable of reducing the reflectivity while increasing the absorption in the

semiconductor, whereas, the la�er can be effectively mitigated by using

concentrators.

Non-radiative recombinations such as Shockley-Read-Hall recombination [17, 18]

or Auger recombination [19] were not taken into account in the previous calculation.

It may be desirable to minimize bulk non-radiative recombination, by using a thin

film device. But, the absorber thickness will reduce the absorption, as it is expected

by the Beer-Lambert law. However, absorption can be increased in such thin

absorbers by using nanostructures [20, 21] which is in fact, one advantage of using

photonic crystals [22].

1.3 Molding the flow of light: Photonic

crystals

One possibility to tweak the response of an optical layer is to generate a periodic

distribution of the dielectric permi�ivity, i.e. use a photonic crystal [23, 24]. A

1D-photonic crystal is for example a Bragg reflector, where the dielectric media is
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periodic along one direction. The effects of a 2D photonic crystal are markedly

different for light propagating in the crystal plane or perpendicularly to it, in

which case the structure can be understood as a diffraction grating. Examples of

3D photonic crystals are opals and wood piles.[25] The periodic distribution of

permi�ivities impose boundary conditions in the Maxwell equations and as a

consequence the dispersion of the light waves would be different from that in a

homogeneous medium, i.e. the wave vector to frequency relation is not simply a

inverse relationship. Indeed, we can engineer energy band gaps where the photons

cannot propagate, as in the Bragg reflector, or design flat bands so that we can

have slow light traveling through the photonic crystal.[25–27] Photonic crystals

have been used typically for narrow band applications as lasers, or LEDs as they

rely on the interference of waves.[28–30] It represents a challenge to use a

photonic crystal in a broadband application like solar cells. Nevertheless,

nanostructuring the surfaces of solar cells has been proposed several times in the

literature as a promising option to increase the efficiency, the so called light

trapping. [31–65] Two trends are clearly followed light trapping: (i)

nanostructuring the semiconductor layers of the device [31–58], and (ii)

nanostructuring the antireflective coating or the contacts.[59–65] The former is

typically focused on increasing the absorption in thin film solar cells, as the high

refractive index contrast in semiconductor/air nanostructures leads to intense

photonic effects. [22] Generally, these works are targeting silicon or organic solar

cells, as these materials are weak absorbers for energies near the band gap. The

structures studied are typically simple 1D, 2D square or hexagonal diffraction

gratings, namely grooves, nanopillars and nanoholes [31–48], locally disordered

structures[51–53], and quasi-random structures [54, 55]. On the other hand, the

second trend, focused on nanostructuring the contacts or the antireflective

coatings, generally deals with reducing the shadow from the contacts, or

minimizing the reflectivity of the structure [59–62, 66–69]. An enhancement of the

absorption is also expected when nanostructuring this outer layers of the device.

In this thesis, we have mostly used the la�er approach for III-V solar cells, as both

the material absorptance, and surface recombination rates are high. Nevertheless,

we have also used the former approach (semiconductor nanostructures) for the

hybrid thermo-ionic cell presented in the last chapter, because in this particular

device there is a need to minimize the thickness of the semiconductor. Apart from
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these periodic structures, also random nanostructures have been proposed in the

literature as homogeneous sca�erers or presenting an effective gradual refractive

index [70–72]. However, this type of structures have not been studied in this

thesis, as we are after the understanding and fine control of the optical fluxes.

In order to minimize the optical losses in a solar cell, we must engineer the optical

response of the device. Typically, two main strategies have been used in the

literature:

1. Minimizing the reflectance of the solar cell by using destructive interference

in multilayers,[73, 74] or a graded index layer[75, 76].

2. Increasing the optical path by using microstructures,[77–79] and/or adding

a mirror at the back side.

Nanostructuring the surfaces of the solar cell presents the opportunity to engineer

the optical response with more degrees of freedom than using only flat layers. The

two fundamental ideas behind using nanostructures in solar cells are increasing the

optical path within the active layer [20–22], and engineering the nanostructured

layer effective refractive index to couple the incident light [76, 80]. The conventional

and nanostructure based strategies are graphically illustrated on Figure 1.3.

The first step in designing the nanostructure is to obtain some general rules

extracted from basic analysis. For illustrative purposes we will treat the optical

response for a 2D diffraction grating with square symmetry on top of an optically

thick substrate. For simplicity, the diffraction grating and the substrate have the

same permi�ivity, ϵs . We can assume an incident plane wave, with frequency ω

and wavevector k:
k = (kx ,ky ,kz ).

kx = ω/c sin(ϕ) cos(θ ),

ky = ω/c sin(ϕ) sin(θ ),

kx = ω/c cos(θ ).

(1.10)

The 2D periodic structure couples the incoming light with all Bragg harmonics of
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(a) (b)

(c)

(d)

(e)

Figure 1.3: Black arrows represent input channels, whereas red arrows represent losses.
(a) Simple case of a bare layer. Loses are just the reflection and the transmission at the
semiconductor/air interface. (b) Interference thin film coating to minimize the reflection (c)
Microstructures such as pyramids to make the rays bounce several times before reflection.
(d) Random nanostructures are able to reduce the reflection and increase the absorption
by the uniform distribution in angle in the incident medium and the substrate (Lambertian
sca�ering). (e) A periodic 2D photonic crystal on top of the substrate which excites more
diffraction orders in the substrate than in the incident medium. The transmission losses
can be mitigated by using light trapping schemes, (c)-(e), which increase the optical path
length. The reflectivity losses can be reduced by using subwavelength arrays in (d) and (e).
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Figure 1.4: 2D Photonic crystal with la�ice parameterd on top of an infinite substrate. The
incoming light, k is diffracted by the diffraction grating. The diffraction orders ka (дx ,дy )
that are in the plane k-Gx , are represented in red for reflected light, and in blue for
transmi�ed light. The diffraction orders with Gy > 0 are not represented.

the same frequency ω and wavevector:

k±G,a = (kx,G,ky,G,±kz,G,a ).

kx,G = kx +Gx ,

ky,G = ky +Gy ,

kz,G,a =

√
ω2ϵa
c2 − [(kx +Gx )2 + (ky +Gy )2].

(1.11)

where a = v for vacuum and a = s for the substrate, and

G =
2π
d

(дx ,дy ,0),дx ,дy = 0,±1,±2, .. (1.12)

G being the reciprocal la�ice vector and d the la�ice parameter. The tuple (дx ,дy )

corresponds to the diffraction orders of the diffraction grating. This model is

graphically illustrated in Fig. 1.4. Using Eq. (1.11) and Eq. (1.12) we can analyze the
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flow of light in the system. Indeed, analyzing kz we can identify three regimes for

|G| > 0:

1. k2
z,G,a=v,s > 0 the corresponding harmonics are purely real, which implies

the light propagates in both mediums.

2. k2
z,G,a=v,s < 0 the corresponding harmonics are purely imaginary, which

implies the light exponentially decays in both mediums.

3. k2
z,G,v < 0, k2

z,G,s > 0 the corresponding harmonics are purely imaginary in

vacuum but purely real in the substrate, which implies the light exponentially

decays in vacuum, but propagates in the substrate.

The first condition is met when the associated diffraction orders appear in the

substrate and in vacuum. Therefore, the diffraction grating can effectively modify

the flow of light, and the diffracted orders within the substrate will increase the

optical path length in comparison with the zero-th order (дx = дy = 0). The

second condition represents the opposite, the incident wavevector is not affected

by the diffraction grating, and only the zero-th order, propagates in both mediums.

Nevertheless, this is not necessarily bad for our case, by tweaking the filling factor

of the photonic crystal we can engineer the effective refractive index of this layer, so

an interference layer design can be used for long wavelengths. The third condition

is the most interesting, as light will be diffracted inside the substrate, whereas in

vacuum it will be not. In this case, we will have only one channel in the incident

medium, the zero-th order of the diffraction grating, and several orders in the

substrate. Therefore, the incident medium will have only one loss channel, whereas

the optical path will be increased in the substrate due to the diffraction orders. The

first and third conditions are the most favorable for increasing the light path in

the substrate, whereas the second and the third conditions are the most desirable

ones to reduce the reflectivity, as we have to only adjust one channel. In fact, to

reduce the reflectivity of the zero-th order we can optimize the layer thickness to

interfere destructively as the reflected wave propagates in the same direction as

the incident wave. To conclude, this reasoning leaves the third condition as the

optimal for light trapping schemes. These regimens are graphically illustrated in

Figure 1.5.

This analysis gives us some hints about the la�ice parameter that we will need in
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Figure 1.5: Representation of the light cones for normal incidence in the reciprocal space
(µm−1) for a square la�ice with d=0.5µm. Light cone for λ1 = 1µm,k1,v = 1µm−1 (thick
lines) and λ2 = 0.5µm, k2,v = 2µm−1 (dash-do�ed). The diffraction orders inside each
light-cone have k2

z > 0, so they can propagate. Blue circles are light cones for the incident
medium (air) whereas the red circles represent light cones in the substrate, n=3.

the photonic crystals for solar cells: it should be big enough to propagate diffraction

orders in the substrate, although it should be small enough to avoid diffraction

orders in the incident medium, to avoid opening channels that potentially can

increase the reflectance.

We have explored the propagation of light in the incident medium and the substrate,

but it is left out how the light propagates inside the photonic crystal itself, where

the bands appear. Using an effective refractive index, the photonic crystal can

be approximated as a waveguide. The dispersion relation for light propagation

inside the photonic crystal can be reconstructed in the first Brillouin zone, as

described in [81]. These bands represent the eigenstates of the photonic crystal

and are responsible for the band gaps and the slow light phenomenon. However, we

cannot generally design these bands with the analysis presented above. Generally,

engineering the photonic bands is done by using numerical methods to solve the

Maxwell equations in 3D, as done in Chapter 3 of this thesis.

In summary, engineering the optical response of the photonic crystal can be

guided by the rule of thumb of choosing a period that is smaller than the smallest

useful wavelength of light in the incident medium to avoid back diffraction, but
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comparable or slightly larger than the wavelength in the substrate so that there is

diffraction, and therefore an increase of the optical path. The filling factor and the

thickness of the photonic crystal should be chosen to maximize destructive

interference of the reflections at the front and back interfaces, using the effective

refractive index approximation to determine the wavelength inside the photonic

crystal. Yet, designing the filling factor will affect the diffractive regime, so we

must optimize globally the structure and find the right balance between the

subwavelength and diffractive regimes.

1.4 Goals and overview of this thesis

The goal of this thesis is to study the possible application of photonic crystals to

reduce various loss mechanisms in solar cells.

The reflection and absorption problems are addressed for a single GaAs junction

in Chapter 2 and for a broadband anti-reflective coating for tandem solar cells in

Chapter 3. The photonic crystals designed in Chapter 3 are fabricated and optically

characterized in Chapter 4. The fabrication of the photonic crystals has been

performed by an in-house laser interferometric lithography system. The design

and assembly of the experimental set-up is one of the tasks of this thesis, Appendix

A.1. The other experimental methods used are briefly described in Appendix A.3.

In Chapter 5 a photonic design is optimized for a hybrid between a thermal emi�er

and a photovoltaic system, a Photon Enhanced Thermionic Emi�er.

All photonic designs are optimized using 3D models for the propagation of light,

rigorous coupled-wave analysis or sca�ering matrix method, as described in

Appendix B.





Chapter 2

Photon management for
GaAs concentrator solar
cells

The main motivation of this Chapter is to explore the potential of one the design

trends described in the Introduction: increase the solar cell efficiency without

nanostructuring the active material. For this purpose we introduce the use of front

and back nanostructures to increase the efficiency of a 1 µm thick GaAs solar cell

under concentration, X = 500 suns. Optimizing the feature sizes of dielectric

nanostructures on the top (ZnS) and bo�om (SiO2) surfaces we obtain a higher

efficiency (34.4%) than a similar cell with a state of the art bilayer antireflection

coating and a planar mirror (33.2%). The back side nanostructure increases the

photocurrent due to enhanced optical path length inside the semiconductor, while

the nanostructure on the front side increases the photocurrent due to lower

reflectance losses. This work was published in [68].

15
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2.1 Introduction

Solar cells made of III-V compounds are the most efficient,[82] but still far below

the Shockley-�eiser limit.[14] In the last 40 years most of the research on

concentrator solar cells has been focused on increasing the quality of the

semiconductor material and improving the matching of the band gaps with the

solar spectrum in multijunction tandems. However, another fundamental aspect

concerning the performance of a solar cell is the photon management, i.e. the

optical design. Efficiency limitations related to photon management are: reflection

losses, the limited absorptivity of the semiconductors, and photon reemission.

Rather than nanostructuring the semiconductor active layers as in previous works

found in the literature,[31, 34, 48, 83, 84] we propose to introduce dielectric

nanostructures on top of concentrator solar cells, leaving the active layers intact.

The results are applicable to most PV technologies, however the added cost of

nano-fabrication is most advantageous in high concentration devices, where the

impact of solar cell cost on the cost of the produced electricity is divided by the

concentration factor.

2.2 Methods

We have used the detailed balance theory for calculating the open circuit voltage,

the short circuit current, and the efficiency.[14] The Sun and the solar cell are

modeled as blackbody emi�ers. Following the notation used by Shockley,[14] we

have

Fs(E,θ ,T ) =

" θmax

0
dE dΩ a(E,θ )b (E,T ) cos(θ )/π , (2.1)

Fs being the total absorbed photon flux from the Sun. The incidence polar angle

θ < θmax is limited by the concentration ratio and centered around the surface

normal. The blackbody spectrumb (E,T ) atT = 6000 K is used as a simplified model

of solar spectrum. The solar cell is also a blackbody with thermal photon emission.

The total radiative flux per unit area from the solar cell at zero bias voltage is Fc0,

and is given by the same expression as Fs, but with T = 300 K and θmax = π/2.
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For a solar cell in equilibrium or with constant quasi-fermi levels (µ = qV ) within

the semiconductor, the absorptance a(E,θ ) is equal to the emi�ance e (E,θ ). [85]

A reduced absorptance for incident angles outside the integration range of Fs, i.e.

θ > θmax reduces Fc0 without affecting Fs, yielding a higher open circuit voltage.

The absorption of one photon with energy above the semiconductor gap is assumed

to produce one hole/electron pair.1

The photocurrent density J is given by:

J = Jsc + qFc0(1 − exp(qV /kTc)). (2.2)

The previous equation defines a short circuit current Jsc = q(Fs − Fc0), and an open

circuit voltage,Voc:

Voc =
kTc

q
log

(
Fs − Fc0

Fc0

)
. (2.3)

The efficiency (η) of the solar cell, with surface Ac, is defined as the ratio between

the maximum output power, Pout, and the incident power, Pinc:

η = Pout/Pinc =
max(J (V )V )Ac

Pinc
. (2.4)

Our proposal is to use dielectric periodic nanostructures and optimize their

performance by calculating the resulting photocurrent, voltage, and efficiency. We

have modeled a single junction GaAs solar cell with two periodic nanostructures,

one made of nanostructured ZnS on the top of the semiconductor to act as

antireflection layer, and another at the rear contact acting as a diffraction grating

in order to achieve a light trapping system. The cases studied (Fig. 2.1) are front

nanostructure only (FNO), back nanostructure only (BNO) and front and back

nanostructure (FBN). These designs are more compatible with state of the art

concentrator solar cell technology than previous proposals,[34, 83, 84] as

nanostructuring the active layer increases surface recombination and complicates

current extraction. Similarly, nanostructuring the window layer inevitably

increases parasitic absorption losses, as the semiconducting materials used in

window layers have much higher absorption than those used in dielectric

1Our calculations overestimate the photocurrent for energies above 3 eV as the absorption from
the ARC is added to the absorption from the GaAs.
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antireflective layers.[48]

The absorptance is calculated using the sca�ering matrix method,[86, 87] in

particular we have used the ISU-TMM code with standard refractive index

data.[88] The efficiency was maximized using a local optimization algorithm with

the nanostructure dimensions as adjustable variables.[89]

2.3 Results

All modeled solar cells have a 1 µm thick GaAs active layer, a lossless mirror on

the back side as back contact, and a lossless concentrator with a geometrical

concentration of X = 500 suns. The reference system (Fig. 2.1(a)) has an optimized

MgF2/ZnS bilayer as antireflection coating (ARC) on the front side with thicknesses

of 85.15 nm and 43.14 nm, respectively.[74] In the FNO (Fig. 2.1(b)) and FBN cases

(Fig. 2.1(d)) the top nanostructure is a square la�ice of ZnS nanopillars on top

of a ZnS thin film with thickness d . For BNO (Fig. 2.1(c)) and FBN (Fig. 2.1(d)),

the back nanostructure is a square la�ice of SiO2 nanopillars acting as diffraction

grating embedded in the metallic back contact. Each nanostructure is defined by its

la�ice parameter a, nanopillar height h, and the radius of the nanopillars r . Other

nanostructures like nanoholes and different types of la�ices like triangular were

also considered for the FNO case. Lower efficiencies were obtained and therefore

these structures were disregarded from the current study.

GaAs

Metal

Dielectric*

Dielectric*

(a) (b) (c) (d)

Figure 2.1: (a) Bilayer antireflection coating made of ZnS and MgF2 (Reference System).
(b) Front ZnS nanostructure only (FNO). (c) A bilayer as antireflection coating and a back
nanostructure only (BNO). (d) Front and back nanostructures on the same device (FBN).
Dielectric*: MgF2 (top green), ZnS (blue) or SiO2 (bo�om cyan).
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Table 2.1: Summary of optimal structural parameters

Case h (nm) d (nm) a (nm) r (nm)

FNO 110.7 44.8 343.7 111.3

BNO 451.8 - 637.9 274.16

Table 2.2: Summary of efficiencies, short circuit currents and open circuit voltage for the
systems studied

Case η(%) Voc(V) Jsc(A/cm2)

Reference 33.2 1.331 20.836

FNO 34.0 1.331 21.349

BNO 33.8 1.329 21.219

FBN 34.4 1.329 21.631

The feature sizes of the nanostructures in the FNO and BNO cases were optimized

following 3 steps:

1. The parameters h and d were optimized keeping fixed values for a and r .

2. Conversely a and r were optimized keeping fixed the optimal values found

in step 1.

3. Finally h, d , a and r were optimized using the values found in steps 1 and 2

as seed.

In the BNO case the ARC is the same as in the reference system. The feature sizes

of the final nanostructures are shown in Table 2.1. The efficiency, short circuit

current density and open circuit voltage for each system are shown in Table 2.2.

2.4 Discussion

The nanostructured devices show higher efficiencies (34.0% vs 33.2%) and higher

short-circuit currents (21.35 vs 20.83 A/cm2) than the reference system. In the FNO

case, the enhancement comes mainly from lower reflection losses, as shown in Fig.

2.3(a). There are reflectance oscillations at energies near the GaAs band gap in
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Figure 2.2: Normal incidence reflectance for the reference structure, bilayer (shadowed
area) and FNO, (a) with 1 µm GaAs substrate, and (b) with infinite GaAs substrate.

the reference and FNO case, which are Fabry-Pérot resonances. The oscillations

dissapear in an infinite substrate as can be seen in Fig. 2.2.

The cause of the lower reflectivity in the FNO case is twofold. The periodicity

of the nanostructure (a = 343.70 nm) is such that only the zeroth diffraction

order is reflected back into air at normal incidence (the first diffraction order

appears at 3.6 eV), whereas several diffraction orders are excited within the solar

cell due to the higher refractive index of the semiconductor. The ratio of available

diffraction orders inside vs. outside of the solar cell plays an important role in

solar cell light trapping.[22, 31] Because of the low diffraction efficiency in the

FNO case, the optical modes inside the slab are not significantly perturbed and the

Fabry-Pérot resonances dominate at low energies, where the GaAs absorptivity
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is low. Additionally the FNO nanostructure at low energies can be described as

an effective medium and behaves as a dielectric layer with an effective index.[90]

This refractive index can be optimized by modifying the nanostructure dimensions,

i.e. the nanostructure has an additional degree of freedom compared to the bilayer,

and a lower reflectivity can be achieved.

The BNO structure is able to diffract the transmi�ed light and the optical Fabry-

Pérot modes are perturbed as is shown in Fig. 2.3 (a). The coupling of diffraction

channels to the guided modes of the semiconductor slab are responsible for the

low energy narrow peaks in Fig. 2.3 (a),[31, 59, 84] leading to an increase in the

absorptance and consequently an increase in efficiency. For the BNO case, Jsc and

η are enhanced as the back diffraction grating increases the optical path length. A

drawback of this scheme is the enhanced luminescence coupling at large emission

angles away from the surface normal, and in this case leads to a small decrease in

Voc compared to the reference system.

In concentration the photon flux from the Sun reaches the cell only at relatively

small incidence angles, thus increasing the absorptance at incidence angles θ >

θmax not only does not increase the generated photocurrent, but reduces the output

voltage as it increases the luminescence photon flux Fc0, which is detrimental to

the voltage as shown in Eq. (2.3). A solar cell that uses a light trapping scheme to

maximize absorption, such as a Lambertian sca�erer,[21] and/or an antireflection

coating, is likely to pay a voltage penalty due to luminescence at angles outside the

incoming light cone.[91] To clarify the balance between increased photocurrent

and reduced voltage due to emission losses, we present in Table 2.3 the values for

Fs (absorbed sunlight flux) and Fc0 (blackbody emission from the cell at zero bias)

for each of the studied cases normalized to the reference values. The increment

in Fc0 is responsible for the emission losses and if it is not associated with a

similar increment in Fs, a degraded Voc results, as shown in Eq. (2.3). The FNO

case presents an increment of 4.8% in Fc0 and a 3.0% increment in Fs, thus FNO

case does not present significant losses in Voc. In the BNO and FBN cases, the

increment in Fc0 is 10.6% and 12.2% respectively, but the increments of Fs are only

of 2.7% and 4.9%, and thereforeVoc decreases. This behavior is expected for light

trapping schemes where the absorptance/emi�ance is enhanced isotropically, the

increment in efficiency being limited by emission losses. For example, we have

calculated a similar case but with an ideal ARC with zero reflection regardless of
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the incidence angle. Such device has 34.6% efficiency andVoc = 1.332 V. Adding on

top a Lambertian diffuser that isotropically sca�ers light increases the efficiency

to 35.1% due to the increased optical path length, but reduces theVoc to 1.326 V

due to the increased luminescence losses.

Table 2.3: Ratio between the photon fluxes from the nanostructured cases (FNO, BNO
and FBN) and photon flux from the reference

FFNO
c0 /FRef.

c0 FBNO
c0 /FRef.

c0 FFBN
c0 /FRef.

c0

1.048 1.106 1.122

FFNO
s /FRef.

s FBNO
s /FRef.

s FFBN
s /FRef.

s

1.030 1.023 1.049

To further analyze the emi�ance in the systems proposed we present plots of the

emi�ance as a function of energy and angle in Fig. 2.4. In the critical spectral

region for luminescence, i.e. at energies near the band gap, the FNO is similar to

the reference case, therefore the output voltage is not significantly affected. The

emi�ance is almost one for near normal incidence angles and decreases to less

than 0.8 for angles larger than 75º. The emi�ance is increased for low energies

near the band gap and for angles between cases 0-60 degrees in cases BNO and

FBN, producing a slight loss in voltage due to radiative recombination. At near

normal incidence only the zeroth diffraction order exists in air, while several orders

exist inside the semiconductor for all angles due to the higher refractive index. The

reflectance is increased as more diffraction orders open in the incident medium,

and so the emi�ance decreases.

Overall, as seen in Table 2.2, the real impact of these changes inVoc is rather small.

In the case of 1 µm thick GaAs cells operating at 500 suns, the non-radiative losses

are of the same order of magnitude as radiative losses [92]. Therefore, as the former

are unaffected by the solar cell modifications here proposed, the slight decrease in

output voltage are of less practical importance. In fact, these changes inVoc can be

expected to be even smaller in thicker devices. In Figure 2.5 we compare the Auger

recombination current and the Shockley-Read-Hall recombination current with

the radiative recombination current calculated according to the Shockley-�eisser

model for our reference system. In practice, the impact of radiative recombination
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Figure 2.4: Emi�ance as a function of the incidence angle for the Reference (a), FNO (b),
BNO (c), and FBN (d) cases. The dashed line indicates the threshold for the onset of higher
diffraction orders in air.

losses would only be crucial in solar cells highly optimized for light trapping, with

junction widths of a few hundred nm at most, as non-radiative recombination is

proportional to junction width.

Finally, we try to exploit the benefits of the FNO and BNO devices by combining

them into a single one, the front and back nanostructure (FBN) case. Its design

starts from the optimized values of the FNO and BNO structural parameters

(Table 2.1) without any further optimization.2 The complicated angle and energy

dependence observed in Fig. 2.4 (c) is smoothed out when the effects of both

the front and back nanostructures are combined in Figs. 2.3(b) and 2.4 (d). The

FBN system shows an increase of 1.2% efficiency and 0.8 A/cm2 in short-circuit

current, see Table 2.2. Hence, the FBN case results in a significant reduction in

reflectance losses and increases the optical path length resulting in an increase

of the photocurrent. The resulting voltage is the same as in the BNO case and

2In order to be able to use periodic boundary conditions with a simple unit cell in the FBN case,
the period of the back nanostructure was changed from the optimal value of 637.9 nm found in the
BNO case to 687.4 nm, i.e., twice the optimal value found in the FNO case. To minimize the impact
of this change, the ratio between la�ice parameter and nanopillar radius was kept the same as in
the BNO case.
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Figure 2.5: Shockley-Read-Hall recombination current (blue triangles), Auger
recombination current (green squares) from [92], and the radiative recombination current
calculated according to the Shockley-�eisser model for our reference system (red circles).
Vmax (dashed line) corresponds to the maximum power operating voltage of our ideal
reference system in the absence of non-radiative currents, and thus represents an upper
limit for the operation voltage, while the typical operation voltage of state of the art
concentrator GaAs junctions is 1.1 V.

slightly reduced in comparison to the FNO and reference cases, as expected due to

the higher emi�ance at angles out of the incidence cone (Fig. 2.4 (d)).

2.5 Conclusions

In conclusion, we have studied solar cells embedding optimized periodic

nanostructures in front and back-side dielectric coating layers (ZnS and SiO2) to

increase the efficiency in concentrator solar cells without nanostructuring the

active layer. Two complementary approaches were calculated: nanostructures at

the top, and nanostructures at the bo�om of a 1 µm GaAs solar cell. The physical

mechanisms enabling increased efficiencies in the present proposal can be

summarized as: 1) the restriction of the open diffraction channels in air to the

zeroth order while simultaneously exciting several diffraction channels inside the
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semiconductor, 2) the coupling of the diffraction channels to guided modes in the

semiconductor slab, and 3) the index matching with the incident medium due to

the effective refractive index of the nanostructure. The top nanostructure is clearly

a be�er antireflection coating than the standard, state of the art bilayer coatings,

and there was no significant degradation in the voltage due to the inevitably

higher luminescence. The bo�om nanostructure increases absorption due to

longer optical path lengths inside the semiconductor, and consequently increases

the short circuit current. Finally a solar cell nanostructured on both sides has been

proposed showing an absolute efficiency increase of 1.2% compared to a reference

cell using state of the art antireflection coatings and a perfect backside mirror.



Chapter 3

Broadband antireflective
nano-cones for tandem
solar cells

In this chapter different designs for a broadband nanostructured antireflective

coating are presented. They are made of nano-cones in square la�ice made of

ZnS, TiO2 and Si3N4. In the best case, the spectrally integrated transmi�ance

(accounting for both reflection and dielectric absorption losses) for direct solar

radiation is 99 %, which represents a four-fold decrease in transmission losses in

comparison to a standard antireflective coating bilayer. The dependence of the

transmission as a function of nanostructure dimensions is studied, showing a wide

maximum, thus leading to a high tolerance for manufacturing errors. This high

transmi�ance is also robust against deviations from normal incidence. Our analysis

suggests that the high transmi�ance is due not only to an effective gradual index

effect, but is also due to light coupling to quasiguided modes in the photonic crystal

leaking mostly towards the substrate. This work was published in [69].

27
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3.1 Introduction

The high refractive index of most semiconductors used as active materials in solar

cells leads to the challenge of avoiding reflectance losses at the semiconductor

surface. In the particular case of silicon solar cells, it is practical to texture the

surface with pits or pyramids much larger than the light wavelength. The effect of

such texturing can be understood on the basis of ray tracing, as reflected rays are

likely to strike the device surface repeatedly [79]. In other cases, reflection losses

are addressed by coating the device with transparent index matching layers [93–95].

The refractive index of each thin film must be the geometric mean of the refractive

indices of its surrounding layers to meet the condition of interference. This presents

the difficulty of finding new materials with appropriate refractive index. A viable

approach is based on porous or mixed layers, where the filling factor determines

the effective index of each layer [96, 97]. Another approach is to create a gradual

index layer, which minimizes the reflection through a progressive refractive index

toward the substrate [98]. The here proposed antireflective coatings (ARCs), could

be seen as a similar approach to create an effective refractive index gradient to

reduce the reflectance. The proposed periodic nanostructures work as an effective

medium for wavelengths larger than the la�ice parameter, as a photonic crystal

(PC) for wavelengths close to the la�ice parameter, and a as diffraction grating for

wavelengths shorter than the la�ice parameter.

The bio-inspired moth-eye structure, i.e. a compact distribution of nano-cones ,

has has been recently applied to solar cells. [46, 47, 56, 99, 100] In [99, 100] high

index dielectric nanostructures have been designed with some local optimizations

and fabricated. The structures show a reflectance weighted with the solar

spectrum of 6.2% from 350 to 900 nm [99] and 6.7% from 350 to 1000 nm [100].

Also nanostructures in the window layer have been fabricated with lower average

reflectance, 2.7 % over GaAs from 450 nm to 1650 nm and 2.1 % over a GaInAs-N

from 320 to 1800 nm. [46, 47] However, nanostructures in the window layer are

expected to increase the absorption and the surface recombination within it.

Perl et al. have previously simulated various ARCs based on periodic nanostructures,

but these were modelled as gradual index multilayer, without including the physical

effects due to the photonic crystal periodicity [61, 62]. Here we show that such
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effects significantly can contribute to lower reflectance losses in properly optimized

structures. We present three dimensional rigorous coupling wave analysis (RCWA)

simulations [101] of fully optimized nanostructures in a square la�ice. The dielectric

nanostructure is modelled on top of one or two intermediate index matching layers

si�ing on top of a high index semiconductor, i.e GaInP as a top cell in a tandem

solar cell. The integrated spectrum reflectance for the optimized ARC is of 0.54%

from 350 to 1800 nm: a four fold decrease in reflection losses in comparison to

state of the art bilayer ARCs. We expect the here proposed ARCs to contribute to

progress toward 50% efficient solar cells [102].

The optical band studied spans most of the usable solar spectrum in multijunction

devices. The cell is modeled with air as the incident medium, and a Ga0.49In0.51P

substrate, la�ice matched to GaAs. The window layer is modelled as a 15 nm AlInP

layer. The losses (Lx ) are weighted using the AMG1.5 direct and circumsolar solar

spectrum [103]:

Lx =

∫ λ1
λ0

x (λ)IAMG(λ)dλ∫ λ1
λ0

IAMG(λ)dλ
, (3.1)

with λ0=350 nm and λ1=1800 nm . The analysis is done including not only

reflectance losses [LR, x (λ) = R (λ)], but also absorption in the ARC [LARC,

x (λ) = AARC(λ)] and absorption in the window layer [LW, x (λ) = AW(λ)]. The

optimizations maximize the weighted integrated transmi�ance through the

interface of the ARC with the window layer, T = 1 − LR − LARC. However, the

window layer is not part of the optical design because its thickness is constrained

by the confinement of the minority charge carriers. The dielectric constants of the

materials are taken from [88, 104–106], including absorption, see Figure 3.1.

To use the RCWA algorithm the nanostructure needs to be defined as layers ergo

the cone is sliced in coaxial cylinders with an increasing radius, 9 levels for the

global optimization and 50 for the analysis. The nano cones have a linear profile.

For the particular geometries and materials in our study, we find that deviations

from a linear profile do not lead to a significant improvement of the transmission.

It is quite possible that further increasing the number of free parameters in the

model would lead to slightly increased transmission, as suggested by the previous
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Figure 3.1: Refractive index used in this chapter,(a) real part n, (b) imaginary part k .

works by [76, 107] on the basis of one dimensional models and effective index

gradients.

This chapter is organized as follow: firstly in Sec. 3.2 the optimized results are

exposed and studied. Also these results are tested against out of normal incidence,

Sec. 3.2.1 and stability of the optimum with fabrication errors, Sec. 3.2.2 . Secondly,

in Sec. 3.3, we have studied the ability of these structures to increase the optical

path inside the solar cell, i.e. a light trapping structure. Finally, in Sec. 3.4, a

representative structure of the optimized results is analyzed, studying the physics

involved in the PC transmi�ance.

3.2 Optimization results

We compare four different optimized structures based on ZnS and TiO2 as a high

index materials, and Si3N4 as low index material. Two of the structures are based

on a high refractive index PC, Fig. 3.2(a), and two others are based on a low index

PC on top of an additional index matching layer, Fig. 3.2(b). Even though the

refractive index of ZnS and TiO2 are quite similar, we decide to analyze both

systems given their technological relevance in ARCs. The unit cell is defined by the
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la�ice parameter a enclosing a cone with circular base of radius R and heighth, and

a thin film of thickness d made of the same material as the cones. For the low index

PC structure the thickness of the matching index layer is d0. An upper and lower

bound limit each geometrical parameter which define the PC in the optimization:

a is optimized from 0.2 to 1.0 µm, the filling factors (R/a) from 0.1 to 0.5; the height

of the cone, the thickness of the nanostructure and the index matching layer (h, d

and d0), from 0.0 to 1.0 µm. The algorithm used is a global optimization (Controlled

random search with local mutation, [108, 109]). The reference used to compare all

the nanostructures is a standard bilayer made of MgF2-ZnS, with 107 nm and 52

nm of thickness respectively [93].

 (a)                                          (b)

h

d d0

R

a

Figure 3.2: Sketch of the simulation cell, the high index PC (a) and the low index PC (b).
The solar cell is simulated as an infinite substrate made of GaInP (brown) with a window
layer made of AlInP (green) 15 nm thick, in both cases. The high index PC is made of ZnS
or TiO2, (grey), and the low index is made of Si3N4 (blue), with a high index matching layer
made of the same materials as the high index PC.

The optimal geometric parameters which maximize the transmi�ance of each

structure are shown in Table 3.1, whereas the losses and transmi�ance for each

system are shown in Table 3.2.

It is quite surprising that the fill factor at the base of the optimized structures,

except for the TiO2 case, does not tend to be as big as possible to reduce the

effective index step with the substrate. The fundamental reason for such behavior

is the size of the optimal la�ice parameter of the structure. It is not small enough to

consider it sub-wavelength for the propagating medium due to its high refractive

index, therefore, the physics at play cannot be described in terms of effective index
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Table 3.1: Optimal dimensions of the PC ARCs.

System a(nm) R(nm) h(nm) d(nm) d0(nm)

ZnS 580 263 540 26 -

TiO2 444 222 534 43 -

Si3N4/ZnS 350 163 555 42 53

Si3N4/TiO2 344 163 512 51 49

Table 3.2: The calculated losses, and transmi�ance for the reference and for each
nanostructure. LW is not included in the transmi�ance of the ARCs.

System LR ( %) LARC ( %) T ( %) LW( %)

Reference 3.86 0.62 95.52 2.58

ZnS 1.76 2.32 95.92 2.52

TiO2 0.74 1.04 98.22 2.99

Si3N4/ZnS 0.97 0.91 98.12 3.01

Si3N4/TiO2 0.54 0.34 99.12 3.20

media. Intuitions based on well known results for 1D gradient index optimizations

[76, 107] do not take into account diffraction phenomena. It is therefore necessary

to optimize the structures on the basis of full 3D modelization.

Figure 3.3 shows the reflectance of each case. There is an enhancement in the

infrared region, from 0.69 to 1.55 eV (1800-800 nm), compared to the reference

structure and in the blue and near ultraviolet regions, from 2.75 to 3.5 eV (450-350

nm). However, in the region between 1.55 eV and 2.75 eV only the Si3N4/TiO2 PC

has similar reflectance to the reference and outperforms it out of this range.

Table 3.2 shows that all the nanostructured systems have lower losses for the

integrated reflectance, LR, than the reference, and a higher transmi�ance. However

the LARC is higher for the nanostructured cases, except for the low index PC made

of Si3N4/TiO2. In special LARC in the ZnS PC is the highest, lowering the possible

increase in transmi�ance. The ZnS PC leads to an increase in transmi�ance of only

0.40 % compared to the reference. The PC induces resonances which intensify the

electric field not only inside it but also in its surroundings leading to an increase in

LARC. This phenomenon is used in light trapping schemes for materials with a weak
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absorptance [22, 33, 34, 84] but is detrimental for an ARC, where the transmission

to the semiconductor is the objective. According to this, the materials comprising

the nanostructured ARC are constrained to transparent dielectrics. The TiO2 PC

leads to an increase in transmi�ance of 2.70% and 2.30% compared to the reference

and the ZnS PC respectively. The cause of the higher transmi�ance of the TiO2

PC is twofold; firstly the absorption edge for the TiO2 (3.2 eV) appears at higher

energies than in the ZnS , which entails a smaller LARC; secondly the refractive

index of TiO2 appears to be�er match the air to the semiconductor leading to a

smaller LR. To confirm this the optimized structure of the ZnS was simulated using

the TiO2 instead of ZnS without further optimizations obtaining LR=1.22%, lower

than the ZnS optimized structure were LR=1.76%.

Low index PCs are able to reduce LARC in comparison to the high PCs made with

the same material of the index matching layer, Table 3.2. The resonances of the low

index PC appear inside the absorption-less Si3N4 instead of the TiO2 or ZnS, cu�ing

down the LARC. In particular for the low index PC with ZnS as index matching

layer, the LARC is reduced to less than a half compared to the high index PC of

ZnS. This impacts positively in the transmi�ance where low index PCs show an

increase compared to the reference of 3.60% for the Si3N4/TiO2 and 2.60% for the

Si3N4/ZnS PCs. The losses in the window layer, LW, increase in all nanostructured

cases, except the ZnS PC, in part because of a minimization in the reflectance also

entails an increase in the photon flux in the front face of the window. However the

transmi�ance to the GaInP substrate (transmi�ance of the ARC minus the LW)

is higher for the nanostructured systems than the reference as can be obtained

from the values in Table 3.2. This increase is related with the distribution of the

electromagnetic fields near the nanostructure. The PCs confine light in the PC

quasiguided modes which overlap with the window layer, increasing absorption

losses.

The magnetic energy density, shown in Fig. 3.4, gives information about the field

distribution inside the PC, and its impacts in the different losses processes. It is

more concentrated inside the nanostructure made of TiO2 than in the Si3N4/TiO2

at the same energies. This can be seen comparing the contrast between the

surroundings (air and substrate) and the nanostructure, Fig. 3.4(a)–3.4(h). An spatial

concentration of the magnetic energy inside the ARC suggest that the incident

light couples to the PC quasiguided modes [34, 110]. These field confinement can
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Figure 3.4: Unit cell cross sections along the z-y plane of the normalized magnetic field
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be further confirmed by the sudden drop of transmi�ance at energies above the

TiO2 bandgap, 3.2 eV, as seen in Fig. 3.4(i).

3.2.1 Transmi�ance as function of the incident angle

The Si3N4/TiO2 PC is the system which exhibits the best reflectance and

transmi�ance. The design of previous section was done only for normal incidence.

However, concentrator optics leads to an incidence angle distribution [95]. It is

important to consider the effect of oblique incidence in the performance of our

best structure. The Si3N4/TiO2 PC is tested for incidence angles from 0 to 85

degrees and compared to the reference. In Fig. 3.5(a) the transmi�ance as a

function of the energy and the angle is shown.

The PC exhibits be�er transmi�ance for out of normal angles than the reference.

This increase can be seen comparing Fig. 3.5(a) with Fig. 3.5(b) and in the integrated

transmi�ance Fig. 3.5(c). This is an expected results, given that the inclined face of

the cone help in coupling out-of-normal light.

3.2.2 Effect of fabrication errors on transmi�ance

We have tested the sensitivity of the transmi�ance to small variations of the

nanostructure dimensions, and the results are represented for the case of the

Si3N4/TiO2 PC in Fig. 3.6. The variables have been grouped in three pairs having in

mind the fabrication sequence, a deposition of the materials (h, d0) a lithography

step (a, and R), and an etch or regrowth step (h, d).

A 10% change in any of the explored parameters has a negligible impact in the

transmi�ance (<0.05%). Only changes in the filling factor can result in a 10%

reduction of performance [Fig. 3.6(a)].
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3.3 Light trapping and diffraction orders

The excitation of the diffraction orders inside the solar cell is beneficial to enhance

the absorption due to the increased optical path length. In contrast, the diffraction

orders excited in the incident medium lead to increased reflectance [22, 57, 68].

The increase in the optical path inside the solar cell allows for thinner junctions

without reducing the absorption. This is of interest to lessen the impact of limited

minority carrier diffusion lengths, and semiconductor material costs. From the

la�ice parameters in Table 3.1, the diffraction orders in air show-up only for high

energies at normal incidence: the first order appears at wavelengths equal to the

la�ice parameter, 444 nm for the TiO2 PC, whereas the first order in the GaInP

substrate appears at 1392 nm. We show in Fig. 3.7(a) the distribution of energy

for the zeroth order, first order and higher orders. It is instructive to see that the

optimized structure forces the removal of energy from the zeroth order. Indeed,

there is a minimum at 2 eV, very close to the maximum of the solar irradiance

spectrum. Around this energy, the first order has a maximum, confirming the

benefits of the increase in optical path length. For higher energies, such distribution

of energy is more pronounced and the higher orders become dominant.

In addition to a qualitative analysis, it is possible to quantitatively analyse the

optical path length enhancement factor defined as:

le =
(D − D0)

D0
, (3.2)

with D0 being the optical path length without diffraction and D the optical path

with diffraction.

Using the diffraction efficiency of each order and the diffraction angle an average

optical path length enhancement factor < le > can be obtained [57].

To calculate the < le >, we have to obtain first the diffraction angle. The diffraction

angle θi for each order is calculated as:

θi = arcsin
*..
,

λ0

√
(д2
x + д

2
y )

a
√
ϵs

+//
-
, (3.3)
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with λ0 being the wavelength of the light in vacuum, дx and дy being the index of

the Bragg harmonics (дx ,дy = 0,±1,±2, . . . ), and ϵs the dielectric constant of the

substrate. Then the enhancement in the optical path will be:

< le >=
N∑
i=0

di/ cos(θi ), (3.4)

being di the diffraction efficiency of each order.

In Fig. 3.7(b) the increase in the optical path is shown. The effective optical path in

the range between 1.4 to 2.5 eV is important because it could help to have thinner

middle and top junctions. For light typically absorbed in GaAs (1.4 to 1.87 eV) the

light path is increased 5-10%. For light typically absorbed in GaInP (1.87 to 3.1 eV)

the path is increased 10-15%. From 3.25 eV to 3.5 the light trapping rapidly increases

towards 19% at 3.5 eV. The optical path tends to increase at higher energies. This is

related with the appearance of diffraction orders inside the substrate, as seen in

Fig. 3.7(b).

3.4 Quasiguided Modes inside the ARC

The photons reaching the PC are either transmi�ed to the substrate, reflected to air,

or coupled to a PC quasiguided mode [81]. The quasiguided modes inside the PC

leak to the air and to the substrate. To understand how these modes are actually

contributing to the transmi�ance, a simplified case is studied. In contrast with

the previous optimizations, non-dispersive and non-absorbing materials are used

to simplify the analysis, and the thin film below the cone and window layers are

removed, leaving only the previously optimized TiO2 PC and the GaInP substrate.

The refractive index inside the cone is nc= 2.62 and for the substrate ns=3.67, which

are the average values of the TiO2 and the GaInP refractive index between 0.69 eV

and 3.5 eV, respectively. The PC made of cones, is compared with a gradual index

multilayer (GIM) . Each layer in the stack is characterized by an effective refractive

index, nG, which results of the homogenization of a slice of the unit cell containing

the cone. The effective dielectric constant, ϵ , is calculated using the Bruggeman
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approximation for cylinders,[111]

1 − c =
ϵ2 − ϵ

ϵ2 − ϵ1

√
ϵ1/ϵ . (3.5)

being c the filling factor, ϵ1 and ϵ2 the dielectric constants of the air and inside the

nanostructure respectively.

To understand how the light propagates inside the ARC the energy density,

u (x ,y,z) = 1
2 (E

2ϵi +H2/µ ), is calculated in and outside the nanostructure; being x

and y the parallel directions to the substrate surface and z the perpendicular to it;

µ and ϵi are the magnetic permeability and dielectric permi�ivity respectively,

being a non-magnetic media with µ = µ0. The GIM is constant in the x − y

directions due the laminar configuration, i.e. ϵG (z), whereas in the cone structure

is dependent in the three directions, ϵC (x ,y,z).

The transmi�ance for the cone nanostructure and the GIM are shown in Fig. 3.8(a).

The transmi�ance of both structures are similar at low energies, but the effective

index transmi�ance is about 5% lower. The poor performance of the GIM is because

of the lower refractive index of the GIM compared to the substrate at the interface,

nG(0) = 2.06 for the GIM whereas nS = 3.67 for the substrate. The lower refractive

index is because of two reasons. Firstly, a circular base cone in square la�ice can

not fully fill the unit cell, increasing the step between the GIM and the substrate.

Secondly, an effective index medium only can be as higher as the medium with

higher refractive index, in this case nc = 2.63. The GIM structure can provide a

lower reflectivity if the discontinuity at the GIM-substrate interface is removed. At

higher energies the GIM has a fla�er transmi�ance spectrum than the PC. Also

the transmi�ance for the nanostructure exhibit steep changes in the curvature for

the energies where the first diffraction order appears, in the substrate at 0.89 eV

and in the air at 2.79 eV. The transmi�ance of the PC exhibit broad peaks that are

correlated with the quasiguided modes inside the structure. The energy densities

as a function of distance to the surface are shown in Fig. 3.8(b) and 3.8(c). There

is a higher energy density inside the PC than inside GIM. The energy density

gradient in both structures is expected due to the continuous increment in effective

dielectric permi�ivity ϵi with depth. The PC quasiguided modes lead to energy

density peaks at certain depths and energies combinations, which can be seen easily

with the levels curve in Fig. 3.8(c). This peaks can be interpreted as resonances,
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which explain the higher LARC found for the ZnS and TiO2 PCs presented in Table

3.2, and the peaks found in the transmi�ance. These increments in the energy

density are related with the higher density of states of the PC compared to the

multilayer. The modes inside the nanostructure are the energy repositories within

the system. These modes are quasiguided and can be found in the complex space

of energies/frequencies as the poles of the determinant of the sca�ering matrix.

The real part of each pole is related to the mode frequency, and the imaginary part

to the width of the mode or the inverse of the lifetime.
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Figure 3.9: Logarithm of the determinant of the sca�ering matrix normalized, being ER

and EI the real part and the imaginary part of the energy respectively. Calculated for the
GIM (a) and of the PC made of cones (b).

The poles of the determinant of the sca�ering matrix of both structures are shown in

Fig. 3.9(a) and 3.9(b) respectively. The poles of the GIM have a high imaginary part.

Indeed the Fabry-Perot resonances of a slab are much broader than the quasiguided

modes [112]. The poles found for the effective media occur at slightly shifted

energies when compared to the maxima found in the transmi�ance spectrum. The
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shift is related to the interference between overlapping modes [113]. The PC shows

two sets of resonances; the first one is analogous to the broad resonances found in

the GIM, a set that starts at low energies with high imaginary parts; the second

one is a set high energy resonances with small imaginary parts, meaning narrow

resonances. The flatness of the GIM above 1.8 eV is a�ributed to the lack of the

second set of resonances in the structure.

3.5 Conclusions

Summarizing an optimal antireflective nanostructure made of Si3N4 on top of a

TiO2 thin film is found with a transmi�ance of 99% for a broadband spectrum

ranging from 0.69 to 3.5 eV. The low reflectance is due to the optimal effective

medium gradient index and the quasiguided modes excited in the PC. By comparing

with simulations based on a effective index gradient, we show that the obtained

high transmission cannot be accounted for disregarding the PC resonances. The

obtained transmi�ance is very robust against fabrication errors with a 10% error

in any dimension having a negligible effect on transmi�ance (< 0.05%). For all

angles, the transmi�ance is above that of the standard bilayer typically used in

III-V multijunction tandems. On the other hand, a TiO2 PC was also found which

exhibits good transmi�ance 98% without additional index matching layers. As an

additional benefit, these nanostructures excite diffraction orders which increase

the optical path. The increment in the optical path is around 10% from 1.5 eV

to 3 eV, allowing for thinner semiconductor layers, and thus reduced costs and

increased efficiency due to the lesser impact of limited minority carrier diffusion

lengths.
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Nano-cones for
broadband
omnidirectional light
coupling to
semiconductors

In this chapter the fabrication and characterization of the optimized Moth-eye

nanostructure in Chapter 3 is presented. The Moth-eye structure has been

proposed several times as an antireflective coating to replace the standard optical

thin films and we experimentally demonstrate the feasibility of a dielectric

Moth-eye structure as an antireflective coating for high-index substrates, like

GaAs. The fabricated photonic crystal has Si3N4 cones in a square la�ice, si�ing

on top of a TiO2 index matching layer. This structure a�ains 1.4% of reflectance

power losses in the operation spectral range of GaAs solar cells (440-870 nm), a

12.5% relative reduction of reflection power losses in comparison with a standard

bilayer. The work presented here considers a fabrication process based on laser

interference lithography and dry etching, which are compatible with solar cell

devices. The experimental results are consistent with sca�ering matrix simulations

of the fabricated structures. In a broader spectral range (400-1800 nm), the

simulation estimates that the nanostructure also significantly outperforms the

standard bilayer coating (3.1% vs. 4.5% reflection losses), a result of interest for

multijunction tandem solar cells.

47
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4.1 Introduction

Nanostructured antireflective coatings have been proposed several times in the

literature as a promising alternative, [21, 22, 46, 56, 61–65, 76, 114–121] but their full

potential is yet to be achieved. This approach presents the opportunity to engineer

the optical response from the top layer by modifying the in plane structures.

The bio-mimetic moth-eye nanostructure typically presents low reflectance as

previous research has documented. [46, 56, 63, 64, 115–118] However, the previous

studies did not consider the case of transparent dielectric nanostructures on high

index substrates such as Si, GaAs or GaInP. In particular, in Refs. [64, 117, 118]

the nanostructure sits on top of a relatively low index substrate, relaxing the

requirements of the anti-reflective coating. A key limitation of these proposals is

that they cannot be directly applied to inorganic solar cells given the high refractive

index of the semiconductor. On the other hand, the nanostructures in Refs. [46, 56,

63, 115] sit on top of high index substrates, but the semiconductor material itself is

nanostructured rather than a transparent dielectric. As we have already mention in

Chapter 2 the major drawback of nanopa�erning the semiconductor is increasing

surface recombination, [122] so an electrical degradation of the device is expected

and a be�er passivation is needed. In conclusion, nanostructuring laterally some

of the layers is increasingly seen as a requirement for optimal solar cell efficiency,

as evidenced by recent literature.[21, 22, 46, 56, 61–65, 76, 114–121]

Not every nano-lithography technique is suitable for low cost fabrication of large

area devices such as solar cells. We have chosen laser interference lithography

(LIL) for its capability to uniformly pa�ern large areas (> 1 m2).[123, 124] Electron

beam lithography (EBL) and focused ion beam (FIB) are often used for fabricating

high quality photonic crystals, but these techniques are not suitable for large area

applications due to the use of finely focused beams to define the pa�erns point by

point. Besides its large area capability, another considerable advantage of LIL is

that it is a mask-less technique, in contrast with nano-imprint lithography, and

therefore, it is compatible with preexisting pa�erns such as solar cell electrical

contacts. Furthermore it does not present the problems associated with template

degradation by particle contamination that are often associated with nano-imprint

and contact photolithography.
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In this work, we have fabricated a Moth-eye nanostructure made with a

transparent dielectric (Si3N4) on a high index substrate, GaAs. The design was

globally optimized using 3D simulations in the previous chapter, Chapter 3.[69].

The design consists of Si3N4 nano-cones in a square la�ice with the following

optimal dimensions: period a = 344 nm, height H = 512 nm, and radius R = 163

nm. Between the nanostructure and the substrate there are two index matching

thin films, one made of Si3N4 (d = 49 nm), like the nanostructure, and one of TiO2

(d0 =51 nm). These dimensions were used as a target for fabrication.

4.2 Experimental methods

Our structure is fabricated on a GaAs substrate and optimized for III-V tandem solar

cells. These cells generally operate in optical concentration conditions, allowing

to reduce the semiconductor area by up to three orders of magnitude. Still, the

fabrication techniques used in this paper are fully compatible with large area solar

cell production. The TiO2 deposition is done using atomic layer deposition (ALD)

and the Si3N4, using plasma enhanced deposition (PECVD). Both techniques are

extensively used in electronics and photovoltaics.[125–130] On the other hand, the

nanostructure is pa�erned by LIL and it is transferred to silicon nitride by reactive

ion etching (RIE). LIL is suitable for photovoltaics as discussed in the introduction,

whereas RIE is widely used in photovoltaics and microelectronics. [72, 131–134]

The LIL setup used in this chapter is detailedin Appendix A.1.

The initial step for the fabrication was the deposition of 51 nm of TiO2 using ALD.

Subsequently 616 nm of Si3N4 were deposited using PECVD. Both layers were

deposited at a relatively low temperature (200 ◦C) to ensure process compatibility

with a range of photovoltaic technologies. The samples were covered with a diluted

positive photoresist (S1805 + PGMEA 1:1) by spin coating at 5000 rpm for 60 seconds

and baked at 115 ◦C for one minute before exposure. The obtained photoresist

thickness was 150 nm. We did not use a bo�om antireflective resist, as the sample

itself is a be�er ARC.

An auxiliary pa�ern consisting of an array of 50 µm wide lines with a period of 500

µm was defined by exposing the photoresist using conventional proximity mask

UV lithography. This pa�ern was used to measure the height after the etching step
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using a profilometer. The sample was then exposed using LIL with a Lloyd mirror

configuration and a 12 mW, 405 nm semiconductor diode laser on a temperature

controlled mount. The light from the laser was spatially filtered using a lens (f = 4

mm) and a pin hole (5 µm) at the focal plane. A distance of 35 cm separated the pin

hole from the sample and the aluminum mirror. The exposure intensity over the

sample was controlled using a GaP photodiode mounted below the sample mount.

To obtain a square la�ice (2D) the pa�ern must be exposed twice in two orthogonal

directions. The pa�ern inside the unit cell will be similar to a square or a circle

depending one the exposure dose. [135] We have aimed at fabricating a circular

nanostructure, so the exposure dose was near to the saturation of the photoresist.

After the exposure, the sample was immersed in the developer 15 seconds to

obtain the pa�ern. Fig. 4.1(a) presents the sample after the lithography. The

thickness of the photoresist was reduced by the developing process (100 nm) since

the nanostructure size is below the resolution specified by the manufacturer of

the photoresist and the stability of the photoresist is compromised for pa�erns

smaller than 500 nm. This limits the final nanostructure height, as the photoresist

was used as mask for the etching step.

The pa�ern was transferred to the Si3N4 layer using RIE with a 200 W, 460 V, 10

mTorr plasma with a gas flow of 25 sccm of N2 and 25 sccm of CHF3.[136]. The

a�ack rates obtained were 55-60 nm/min for the Si3N4 and 15-20 nm/min for the

photoresist. In order to avoid excessive thermal damage to the photoresist, the

a�ack was pulsed following a periodic sequence of 30 seconds of plasma, 2 minutes

of vacuum, 1 minute of N2 flux and 1 minute of vacuum. To complete the dry

etching the loop was repeated 20 times, namely 10 minutes of plasma. The final

height of the nanostructure was measured using a profilometer, obtaining 390±10

nm. Fig. 4.1(b) shows the sample after the etching process. After the dry etching,

the sample was cleaned using a 50 W O2 plasma during 30 seconds to remove

possible photoresist residues.

The experimental setup used for measuring the reflectance is detailed in

Appendix A.2. The reflectance was measured using the light from a halogen lamp

dispersed by a 0.3 m focal length monochromator. Temporal fluctuations of the

excitation beam were compensated with a reference silicon photodiode. The beam

was modulated at 477 Hz with a chopper to allow for lock-in signal detection. A
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(b)(a)(a)

Figure 4.1: (a) SEM image of the photoresist nanopa�erned before the RIE etching step.
(b) SEM image of the nanostructure after the RIE etching.

200 micron core size multi-mode optical fiber was used to allow for mechanical

decoupling of the monochromator and the rest of the set up. The collimated

excitation beam was aligned with a Glan-Thompson polarizer at one the

horizontal arms of a 45 degree beam spli�er, and then focused to a 30 µm

diameter spot using a 20X magnification objective lens (NA = 0.4) at the lower

vertical arm of the beam spli�er. The signal reflected from the sample was

collected by the objective and sent through the beam spli�er to a lens focused on

a silicon photodiode on the upper arm of the beam spli�er. For measurements at

wavelengths above 700 nm, a dichroic filter was used to block short wavelength

light due to the second diffraction order from the monochromator. For our

experimental set up we choose optical elements optimized for visible and near

infrared transmission. The bounds of our experimental spectra (440 nm to 870 nm)

are also limited by the position of the GaAs absorption edge and the spectral

distribution of our illumination source.

4.3 Results and Discussion

The reflectivity measurements were compared with the simulations results

obtained using the sca�ering matrix method (SMM)[101]. The refractive indices of

the materials were taken from Refs. [88, 105, 106, 137]. The most rigorous

comparison between experiment and simulation would require the simulation of a

super-cell of the measured nanostructure (a spot of ∼30 µm radius), as the
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Figure 4.2: (a) SEM image of the nanostructure, inset Fast Fourier transform (FFT) of the
structure where 1 and 2 (white-lines) are the (2,0) and (0,2) la�ice vectors, whose moduli
correspond to a periodicity of 339 ± 3 nm. (b) Cross sectional SEM image used to estimate
the mean profile. (c) Mean profile of the cones, scaled to the experimental data (red line),
and optimal profile extracted from the reflectance fi�ing (blue dash-do�ed line). The
optimal la�ice parameter is a=340 nm (vertical dashed black).

fabricated nanostructure is not perfectly homogeneous, see Fig. 4.1(b) and Fig.

4.2(b). Unfortunately, this would require huge computational resources.

Alternatively, an average unit cell can quantitatively describe the reflectance of the

system. The dimensions describing this unit cell should be representative of the

distribution of the real nanostructures. An initial set of dimensions describing the

size and shape of the nanostructures was obtained from electron microscopy

images and profilometer measurements and then slightly refined by fi�ing the

simulations to the experimental reflectivity. The la�ice parameter, a, was

extracted from Fig. 4.2(a). We have used Fig. 4.2(b) to estimate an average profile

of the fabricated cone. This average profile was smoothed using a Savitzky-Golay

filter assuming that the average profile has rotational symmetry around a vertical

axis, see Fig. 4.2 (c). The cone is approximated in the SMM code as a stack of 50

concentric cylinders. The SEM image from Fig. 4.2(a) is digitally masked, and it is

used to obtain the average radius. In Fig. 4.3 the mask and the histogram of the

spatial distribution is presented. The radius obtained is R=156.5 ± 8.4 nm, after

analyzing 494 cones. The topographical measurements and the fi�ed model are
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Figure 4.3: (a) Masked SEM image (blue) to determine the cones radius distribution. (b)
Histogram of the radius from panel (a), (494 Counts).

System a (nm) R (nm) H (nm) d (nm) d0 (nm)

Experiment 336-342(1) 148-165 (2) 380-400(3) 16-66(4) 51(5)

Simulation 340 159 413 15 45

Table 4.1: Nanostructure dimensions obtained from sample topography measurement
("Experiment"), and dimensions obtained from fi�ing the simulations to the reflectance
data ("Simulation"). a (1) and R (2) are obtained from Fig. 4.2(a) (The radius distribution
is presented in the supplementary materials); H (3) is obtained from profilometer
measurements, d (4) is obtained from the etch ratios from the RIE, and d (5)

0 is obtained from
the deposition by ALD.

presented in Table 4.1.

The experimental and simulated reflectance data are shown in Fig. 4.4(a). The

fi�ing accurately reproduces the experimental results without large deviations

in the fit parameters from their expected values, see Table 4.1. The experimental

thickness for the TiO2, d0, is 5 nm bigger than the fi�ed one. This small difference is

most likely a result of the GaAs native oxide not being included in our simulations.

An important question might arise in view of the SEM images presented in Figs.

4.1 and 4.2: the role of the inhomogeneities introduced during fabrication. Our

structures show an excellent uniformity in the la�ice period, denoted by the sharp

peaks in the Fourier transform shown in the inset of Fig. 4.2(a). We have also

achieved a high uniformity in the height of the nanostructures, as can be inferred

after inspecting Figs. 4.1 (b) and Fig. 4.2(b). The only parameter showing some

non-uniformity is the filling factor, i.e. the base radius of the cone. Many studies
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have been performed around the role of the disorder in the performance of a

nanostructured light-trapping structure. These studies are mostly focussed on the

impact of disorder in the la�ice period, while disorder in the pa�ern size generally

plays a secondary role. Indeed, as Burresi et al. indicated in Ref. [138], the low

order Mie resonances of the nanostructures are spectrally very broad and these

resonances are the most relevant ones in this context, given that this antireflective

coating operates in the subwavelength regime. In terms of light sca�ering, this

means when the wavelength is larger than the size of the sca�erer. A few studies

support this operating principle. It has been shown that in disordered 1D structures,

the reflection losses decrease with the degree of disorder of the groove width at

low degree of disorder of the period.[51] Similar results have been reported for 2D

structures,[52, 139] like the one studied here. Hence, the non-uniformity in the

filling factor does not necessarily introduce a penalty in the performance of the

AR, on the contrary, it might be beneficial to reduce the reflection losses. From our

numerical analysis of the reflection data, we conclude that the local changes in

the filling factor do not have a noticeable impact in the global performance of the

structure.

Fig. 4.4(b) shows the reflectance resulting from our fi�ing in an extended spectral

range from 400 to 1800 nm in comparison with the optimized bilayer. To estimate

the total power loss due to reflection we have integrated the reflectance weighted

with the solar spectral irradiance:

LR =

∫ λ1

λ0

R (λ)IAMG(λ) dλ∫ λ1

λ0

IAMG(λ) dλ

, (4.1)

being IAMG(λ) the spectral irradiance, and R (λ) the reflectance.

In the visible and near infrared range of the spectrum (λ0 = 440 nm and λ1 = 870
nm), the nanostructures lead to a 12.5% relative reduction of reflection power losses

in comparison with a standard bilayer (1.4% vs. 1.6% absolute power loss). Extending

the integration range to λ0 = 400 nm and λ1 = 1800 nm, our simulations predict a

reflection power loss of 3.1%, while the bilayer leads to a 4.5% power loss. Thus, a

31% relative reduction of power losses is expected. As seen in Fig. 4.4(b), the nano-
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Figure 4.4: (a) Experimental reflectance (red), experimental standard deviation (light
gray), theoretical reflectance (dashed-do�ed blue) and theoretical reflectance of an optimal
bilayer (MgF2/ZnS) (dashed purple). (b) Theoretical reflectance in an extended spectral
range.

cones significantly outperform the bilayer at the shortest wavelengths. However,

as the light wavelength shortens the reflectance is expected to become sensitive

to the exact shape and size of the nanostructures, thus extending the integration

range to shorter wavelengths would have introduced larger uncertainties in the

obtained power losses. On the other hand, for long wavelengths, the nanostructure

is averaged, and we are able to estimate the results for a broader spectrum. For

long wavelengths, the nanostructure has lower reflectance from 1120 to 1800 nm.

The absorption losses can be estimated by replacing the reflectivity with the

absorption of the ARC layers in Eq. (4.1).[69] For the wider spectral range (400-1800

nm) the absorption loss of the nanostructured and the bilayer ARC are 0.09% and

0.29%, respectively. In both cases absorption only occurs for wavelengths shorter

than 440 nm and in the higher index layers: TiO2 (nano-cones ARC) and ZnS

(bilayer). The higher absorption in the bilayer results from the higher extinction

coefficient of ZnS vs. TiO2. In fact, the measured extinction coefficient of our

TiO2 layers (see Supplementary Material), discards the possibility of significant

absorption losses in the ARC.
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Figure 4.5: Theoretical reflectance for the ideal cone (red) and for the fabricated alike
cone (blue dash-do�ed) over an infinite GaInP substrate (a), and over a GaInP (1µm)-GaAs
substrate(b).

This design has been proved to be superior compared to a standard bilayer, but

it is important to put it in the context of state of the art designs presented in the

literature. Perl et al. reported in Ref. [120] a theoretical 1% power loss integrated

over the whole solar spectrum on a GaInP substrate and a 2.8% experimental

reflectance loss on a 1 µm thick GaInP layer on a GaAs substrate. This design

is based on a SiO2 cone-like nanostructure on top of a stack of 7 SiO2 and TiO2

layers. To enable a direct comparison, we have replaced the GaAs substrate in our

simulations of the fabricated structure with the GaInP and GaInP/GaAs substrates

used in Ref. [120], as the higher refractive index of GaAs leads to higher optical

power losses. For a graphical comparison of this two cases see Fig. 4.5.

The reflectance power loss of our optimal structure on a GaInP substrate is 0.9%,

and 1% on GaInP/GaAs. [69] The nanostructures resulting from our fabrication

efforts are shorter, narrower, and less sharp than the optimal ones resulting from

our simulations. Simulating our fabricated nanostructures on top of the substrates

used by Perl et al., the resulting reflection losses are 2.4% on GaInP and 2.5% on

GaInP/GaAs. Based on these results it can be concluded that our design results

in similar reflectance losses than those of the hybrid design proposed by Perl

et al. The main difference is that the here proposed structure requires a single

TiO2 layer rather than a SiO2/TiO2 multilayer under the nanostructures. Our
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previously published analysis suggests that photonic effects such as coupling to

quasi-guided modes are fundamental to achieving a very low reflectance with

our relatively simple design. [69] Such effects are not expected in the case of the

structure proposed by Perl et al. due to the very low refractive index contrast of

SiO2 with air. In our case, the use of fully 3D simulations in the optimization of

the nanostructures allowed for the tuning of photonic effects beyond the simple

graded effective index effect that has been studied in previous efforts based on 1D

simulations.

4.3.1 Reflectance vs. the incident angle

Although, as we have already presented in the previous chapter, Section 3.2.1 the

reflectance of the ideal design for out of normal incident angles, here we present

the reflectance vs. the incident angle for the fabricated model nanostructure for

the sake of completeness. The reflectance as a function of the incident angle is

illustrated in Fig. 4.6 (a) and (b), for the nanostructure and the bilayer respectively,

whereas the integrated power losses for both cases are shown in Fig. 4.6 (c). As seen

in Fig. 4.6(a), the low reflectance of the nanostructure is kept for oblique incident

angles. In fact, the reflectance power losses for the nanostructure is below 5% from

0 to 57 degrees of incident angle, whereas the standard coating reach 5% power

losses from 34 degrees and above, see Fig. 4.6(c). These results for the fabricated

cone structure are very similar to those found for the ideal cone structure,[69]

which supports the robustness of the design.
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Conclusions

In conclusion, our results indicate that it is possible to significantly decrease

the reflectance losses on high index substrates using an optimized Moth-eye

photonic crystal. In fact, the nano antireflective coating has proved to obtain

lower reflectance losses than a standard coating. The fabricated nanostructured

antireflective coating represents a 31% relative reduction of reflection power losses

over the standard bilayer ARCs. Still, ample room for improvement exists by

further optimizing the here proposed fabrication process. In particular, a shorter

wavelength laser and a higher resolution photoresist might improve the lithography.

A thicker mask for the RIE dry etching step would lead to taller nanostructures.

Our simulations predict that further progress along this line of research should lead

to solar cells with optical losses under 1% using the here proposed antireflective

nanostructures.





Chapter 5

Light-trapping in photon
enhanced thermionic
emitters

In this chapter we combine the structures presented in Chapter 2 and in Chapter 3

to increase the efficiency in a photon enhanced thermoionic emi�er. The photonic

crystal structures are optimized for this device to increase the absorption. With

realistic parameter values to describe a p-type GaAs device we find an efficiency

above 10%. The light-trapping structures increases the efficiency by 2% (20%

relative enhancement) over an optimal bilayer anti-reflective coating. We find a

device efficiency which is only slightly lower than that of an ideal Lambertian

absorber. We also find that the vacuum gap must be dimensioned according to the

concentration factor of the solar irradiance. This work was published in [140]. 1

1This work was done in collaboration with the IIT, Istituto di Tecnologia. In particular the optical
simulation and the transport within the semiconductor were done at the IMM, while the charge
cloud calculations where done by IIT.

61
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5.1 Introduction

Power generating devices operating in extreme conditions are of great interest

for pushing the current exploration limits in the solar system. An illustrative and

highly challenging example is harvesting solar energy in a near Sun orbit. The

upcoming European Space Agency’s Bepi Colombo mission to Mercury (0.30–0.47

AU) [141] will be exposed to high-energy particle fields and light intensities of

up to 10.6 suns, resulting in operating temperatures as high as 500 K. Standard

space photovoltaic solar cell systems however exhibit degraded performance above

a maximum steady-state operating temperatures of 420 K. For the future, even

closer observation missions are planned [142], with ESA’s Solar Orbiter at 0.28

AU and NASA’s Solar Probe Plus set to perform multiple close approaches at 0.04

AU. At this distance, the surface temperature can easily reach 1700 K. In both

concepts, specially screened photovoltaics are foreseen to be used during the outer

part of the orbit trajectories, where the heat flux is considered manageable. Key

to enhance mission performance is therefore to extend the capability to higher

operating temperatures. In this study, we propose the use of a photon-enhanced

thermionic emi�er (PETE) [143] as an alternative to conventional solar cells with

the capability to operate in a temperature range beyond 500 K.

In its original conception [144], a thermionic energy converter (TEC) operates

as a thermoelectric device where a vacuum gap is introduced to preserve the

temperature difference between the hot and cold terminals (see Chap. 13 of [145]

for a historical review). The material removal has a detrimental impact on the

current crossing the device given that the electrons must be emi�ed from the

cathode to the anode instead of relying on the conventional drift and diffusion

mechanisms and an electrostatic potential builds-up by the emi�ed electrons in

the gap. Depending on materials, a practical TEC requires emi�er temperatures in

the range 1600–2000 K [146].

In the PETE design, Schwede et al. proposed to use a cathode comprising a

semiconductor in order to increase the conduction band population through

photon absorption [143]. In this way, the performance could be enhanced at lower

temperatures by optimally combining thermal and photovoltaic processes.

Fundamentally, the maximum a�ainable efficiency converges to the efficiency of a
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solar thermal converter and can surpass 60% at a concentration of 1000 suns [147].

Very recently the efficiency limit has been reviewed by Segev et al. in [148] taking

as a reference the Shockley-�eisser (SQ) limit [14]. The efficiency of an

isothermal operating PETE device, can be described as a Metal Insulator

Semiconductor (MIS) solar cell [149] which is bounded by the SQ limit. A PETE

might exceed both the SQ limit and the ideal thermal limit if operated

non-isothermally at high temperatures. However, Segev et al. recognize that the

optimal operating temperatures largely exceeds the limiting temperature of actual

semiconductor devices.

In this study, we discuss the feasibility of achieving a high efficiency PETE in

the intermi�ent temperature range of 500–800 K. We concentrate our effort in

providing an optimized cathode structure integrating photon absorption, carrier

transport and surface emission. The photon absorption is enhanced with the

help of a front light-trapping structure (LTS) based on a periodic photonic crystal.

As cathode material we have considered GaAs, which is a reference material in

solar cell technology. Even though other materials might perform be�er than

GaAs at higher temperatures (e.g. GaN) their optical properties are not that well

characterized as a function of the temperature, a critical element in the design of an

LTS. In addition, GaAs exhibits excellent technological advantages, like ultra-low

surface recombination velocity at the GaAs/GaInP interface [150] and therefore

has been used in recent experimental realizations of PETE devices [151, 152] We

have explored four different structures combining dielectric cones and cylinders.

The structures are optimized using a device model with a 1D electronic diffusion

model [153, 154] adapted for an arbitrary generation profile. A semi-analytical

approach is taken which allows an efficient calculation of the PETE performance

in the optimization procedure. For comparison, we made use of two ideal physical

systems: a Lambertian absorber and a single pass Beer-Lambert absorber. They

constitute the upper and lower limits in terms of light absorbed without reflection

losses, respectively. The maximum efficiency expected for a GaAs based PETE

operating at 700 K is close to 16% for an ideal Lambertian-like cathode of ∼30 nm.

In a realistic PETE with a light-trapping structure this value reduces to 11% to 12%

and the thickness increases to ∼225 nm. We find that the distance to the Sun, or

equivalently, the concentration factor is critical in determining the dimensions

of the vacuum gap. If it is larger than 10 µm, the PETE efficiency is smaller than
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10% at a concentration of 100 suns. A larger vacuum gap would require a lower

concentration factor to not quench its performance.

5.2 Physical model

The PETE device consists on a p-type semiconductor hot cathode and a cold

metal anode. The light impinges at the front surface (transmission configuration,

[155]) and the photogenerated electrons diffuse towards the back surface where

subsequently the emission takes place. In this study, a light-trapping structure is

positioned at the front surface. Figure 5.1 shows a scheme of the different parts

of the device. Contrary to conventional solar cells, it is not possible to enhance

the absorption in the cathode by placing a mirror at the back surface, because

it would complicate the thermionic emission process. For efficient emission, the

semiconductor should have low electron-affinity (χ ), or alternatively, its surface

should be subjected to a Cs treatment [156]. As a final process, the emi�ed

electron will create a electrostatic potential in the vacuum region. In summary, the

physical model consists of four different elements: (i) first to compute the photon

absorption along the cathode to determine the generation rate from absorbed

light; (ii) to calculate the carrier concentration at the emission surface and the

emi�ed current; (iii) to compute the electrostatic barrier height in order to get

the net emi�ed current. In the current study we have not considered the heat

balance between the Sun and an eventual PETE panel as we want to identify the

optimal operational conditions of the device. As any service module in a satellite,

its optimal temperature range of operation would be granted through a thermal

management system which would emit or retain the heat radiation as a function

of the orbit position and orientation with respect to the Sun or a near planet.

5.2.1 Optical Absorption

The optical absorption is computed by means of the Fourier Modal Method (FMM).

In this method the electromagnetic fields are expanded on an eigenmode basis.

The structure is approximated by slices of constant refractive index along the

propagation direction. On each slice a sca�ering matrix is defined that relates
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Figure 5.1: (a) Depiction of the different parts of a PETE device. Light impinges on the
light-trapping structure (from above in (a) and from the left in (b)). (b) The band structure
of the cathode and anode is depicted for a voltage at the flat-band condition. The red
curve in the vacuum gap represents the charge-cloud electrostatic potential.

all the incoming channels with the outgoing channels. Combining the different

sca�ering matrices allows to determine the sca�ering matrix of the full stack. This

work uses the implementation of the method found in the open source software S4

[101].

5.2.2 Transport model

A full description of the PETE transport model would require a 3D description of

the generation process and drift-diffusion of the photogenerated carriers. This

is a highly computationally demanding task. Andreani et al. have shown that

to a great extent the device can be approximated by averaging the generation in

the normal plane to the electron propagation direction [36]. In addition, finite-

element-method simulations have also shown that the drift transport can be safely

neglected in the range of voltages meaningful for the PETE [157]. To model the

charge transport in the device, we have implemented the 1D diffusion model

developed by Varpula and Prunilla [153]. The net current density results of the

sum of the cathode and anode currents J = JC − JA. The current densities are

described by the Richarson-Dushman equations [143]:

JC =A
∗
CT

2
C exp

(
−∆EC

kBTC

)
n

neq
,

∆EC =ϕC + Θ(V −Vfb)e (V −Vfb),

(5.1)
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where A∗C the Richardson constant,TC the cathode temperature, kB the Boltzmann

constant, n the electron density at the emission surface, neq the electron density at

equilibrium, ϕC the cathode work function and Θ(x ) the Heaviside function. The

work function is defined in terms of the electron affinity χC, conduction band edge

Ec and Fermi energy EF as ϕC = Ec − EF + χC. The flat-band voltage is defined

by the alignment of the cathode and anode work functions: Vfb = (ϕC − ϕA)/e. A

similar expression to Eq. (5.1) is derived for the anode:

JA =A
∗
AT

2
A exp

(
−∆EA

kBTA

)
,

∆EA =ϕA + Θ(Vfb −V )e (Vfb −V ).

(5.2)

Note that the expression of JA corresponds to a pure thermionic emission and

therefore the electron density is absent.

The electron density can be divided into two contributions, the electron density at

equilibrium and the photogenerated electrons: n(x ) = neq + ∆n(x ). The diffusion

law governing the electron transport can be expressed as [153]

D
d2∆n

dx2 =
∆n

τ
−G (x ), (5.3)

where D is the diffusion constant of the electrons, τ is the electron lifetime and

G (x ) is the generation rate. A popular approach taken in the literature is to assume

the generation created by the absorption of light following the Beer-Lambert law

[153–155, 158]. In our case, the generation is computed from the x-component of

the Poynting vector integrated over the area of the photonic crystal unit cell (Sx )

obtained from the FMM:

G (x ) =

∫ ∞

Eд
dE

ΦAM0

E

(
−

1
S0

dSx
dx

)
, (5.4)

where Eд is the cathode bandgap, S0 is the normalization flux considered in the

FMM calculation and ΦAM0 is the zero air mass solar spectral irradiance. The

solution of Eq. (5.4) is found after imposing the boundary conditions at the front
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and back surfaces:

d∆n

dx

�����x=0
=
RS0

D
∆n(0), (5.5a)

d∆n

dx

�����x=W
= −

RSW
D

∆n(W ) −
J

qD
, (5.5b)

where RS0 and RSW are the surface recombination velocities of the front and back

surfaces. The total current appears in the back boundary condition, meaning that

there is a closed loop dependence between the excess carrier density and the net

emi�ed current. The system of equations as formulated above is a boundary value

problem (BVP) solvable with a mathematical symbolic software [159]. The integral

of G (x ) in the cathode region is the only step that requires numerical evaluation.

However, under high injection conditions (∆n/p � 1) the electron lifetime can

not be assumed to be constant and its explicit dependence on radiative and Auger

recombination processes therefore needs to be introduced in Eq. (5.3) thus resulting

in a non-analytic BVP [154]. Although the numerical solution can be easily found,

the computational cost of the optimization procedure is high. In this study the low

injection condition is satisfied as can be seen in Fig. 5.5, where n � NA.

5.2.3 Space charge model

The charge cloud created by the emi�ed electrons can not be straightforwardly

implemented in Eq. (5.3). Instead, we have independently solved the Poisson’s

equation to obtain the maximum of the electrostatic potential (ϕe ) taking as starting

point the saturation current (J at V � Vfb) [146, 160]. Finally, we introduce ϕe
in ∆Ec in Eq. (5.1) to recompute the JV curve introducing the reduction in the

probability of emission due to the charge cloud. We will further develop this point

in section 5.3.4.

5.2.4 Candidates to light-trapping structures

It has been already mentioned that we will rely on photonic structures to enhance

the absorption in the cathode. In this way, a PETE with a thinner cathode can

be used to minimize transport losses without sacrificing absorption. The front
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Figure 5.2: Sketch of the four structures proposed for light-trapping purposes. Each color
corresponds to a different material.

material considered in the simulations is SiO2, given that the PETE device needs

to be encapsulated for protection from high energy irradiation. We have explored

the performance of four different structures. We show a sketch of the different

elements and materials defining each of the structures in Fig. 5.2.

A GaAs slab, as cathode, finished by an anti-reflective coating made of a bilayer

(structure S0 in Fig. 5.2) will serve as a reference of the state-of-art technology

employed in space for conventional solar cells. The other three structures include

a photonic crystal of la�ice parameter a. This photonic crystal contains two well

differentiated layers. The top layer is common to all structures. It contains a

dielectric cone of radius R and height h; a Moth-eye like structure which is well

known to reduce the reflectance by reducing the refractive index mismatch between

the SiO2 cover and the GaAs cathode [46, 56, 69, 99, 118, 119]. The bo�om layer is

characteristic of each structure. In the structure S1, a dielectric (TiO2) cylinder is

placed below the top cone. Its presence is justified because this structure might

help to increase the diffraction efficiency of higher diffractive orders, which are

characterized by longer optical paths and hence a higher absorption in the cathode.

In structure S2, the dielectric cylinder is substituted by a dielectric slab. We have

seen in previous studies that a thin slab helps in coupling light to guided modes,

which again will result in a higher absorption of the Sun light [69]. One problem

of the structures S1 and S2 is the small refractive index contrast between TiO2

and SiO2. In general, the higher the contrast, the higher the diffraction effects.

Therefore, we have considered structure S3, which is similar to S2, but the TiO2

cylinder is substituted by a GaAs cylinder. In this structure, we are increasing the

surface of the active device and therefore its surface recombination will be higher
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Table 5.1: Parameters (Param.) and conditions used in the optimization. Parameters
marked as † are extracted from [161]

Param. Value Param. Value Param. Value

D† 200 cm2/s mn
† 0.067 me ϕa 0.9 eV

RS0 100 cm/s mp
† 0.47 me χ 0.4 eV

RSW 0 cm/s AC 120 mn = 8.04 A cm 2 TC 700 K

NA 1018 cm−3 AA 120 A cm 2 TA 573.15 K

τ † 5 ns X 100 suns

than in the case of the other structures. An additional shortcoming is that our

1D model can not accurately describe the transport along the cylinder. For this

structure we have assumed that the cathode thickness is d+W instead of justW .

5.3 Results and discussion

5.3.1 Light-trapping structures optimization

The four photonic structures are optimized under the same conditions, using a

global optimizer [108, 109] and the power ratio as figure of merit:

η∗ =
J (Vop)Vop

Pinc
(5.6)

beingVop the operation voltage where the PETE delivers maximum power output

and Pinc is the incoming solar irradiance.

The parameters defining the operating conditions of the PETE that we use in the

optimization can be found in Table 5.1. To keep the model semi-analytic the lifetime

and diffusion coefficients are kept constant in solving the output current. The

surface recombination velocity at x = 0 is set to 100 cm/s.2 On the other hand, the

recombination surface at x =W is taken as 0 cm/s, to illustrate that the emission

rate dominates over the surface recombination. The anode temperature, TA, is

set to 573.15 K. Keeping the anode at a high temperature may allow to introduce

2This can be achieved using back surface field (BSF) [149, 154], or chemical surface passivation
[162].
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an auxiliary Carnot machine using another cold point to increase the final PETE

efficiency [143]. A thorough analysis of the PETE performance for different values

of χ , NA, andX is reported in [153, 154]. In our study, we will take as realistic values

χ = 0.4 eV, NA = 1018 cm−3 and X = 100 suns. The la�er might represent either

the increase of the solar irradiance in a near Sun orbit or an optical concentration

system or a combination of both. The cathode temperature is kept fixed at 700 K if

not said otherwise. Later, the effect of the temperature will be analyzed between

350 K and 1000 K. We have verified by a simple thermal energy balance that this

temperatures might be achieved at X = 100 suns. Similarly to [158] we have

considered as source the incoming solar flux and as drain the work used to extract

the electrons form the cathode, the radiation losses (assuming the cathode as

black-body at temperature TC with emissivity from Eд to higher energies, P0) and

an additional ideal IR coupler (also a black-body but with emissivity up to Eд , PIR):

Pinc − J [ϕC + Θ(Vop −Vfb) (Vop −Vfb)] = P0 + PIR. (5.7)

The equilibrium temperatures are 1000 K and 1100 K if the IR coupler is present or

absent, respectively. Hence, the analysis shows that the solar flux provides enough

power to cover the temperature range of our study.

The optimization of the size parameters corresponding to each structure is bounded

between the following limits. The la�ice parameters vary between 100 nm to 1

µm. The filling factor, defined as the ratio between the diameter of the cylinder

and the la�ice parameter, varies between 0.25 to 1. The height of the cone and

cylinder share the same bounds between 0 µm to 1 µm. The cathode thickness is

bounded between 1 nm to 20 microns. Finally, the spectral range chosen in the

optimization spans from 1 eV to 4 eV, i.e. 310 nm to 1240 nm. It covers 80% of

the solar irradiance AM0. The other 20% distributes as 1% at higher energies and

19% at lower energies. The lower energy contribution of the solar irradiation can

not be directly absorbed by the semiconductor, therefore it has been proposed to

use an infra-red filter as a heating system. The higher energy contribution can be

absorbed by the semiconductor, but as we will see, at such high energies also the

dielectrics compete in absorption. Once the upper and lower bounds are set, the

optimizer evaluates directly η∗ under the operating conditions defined in Table 5.1.

The optimal parameters found by the optimizer are shown in Table 5.2 together
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Table 5.2: Optimal dimensions of the PC ARCs and their corresponding efficiencies and
ultimate efficiencies.

System a (nm) R (nm) h (nm) d (nm) W (nm) η∗ ηue

S0 - - 67.1 43.8 348 10.12 33.35

S1 584 292 814 21.7 224 11.48 34.97

S2 612 292 847 27.2 220 11.72 35.57

S3 387 147 123 209 28.4 12.43 38.25

with the η∗ value. In addition, we have introduced the corresponding value of

the ultimate efficiency ηue [14]. This figure of merit is very popular in the design

of optical coatings for conventional solar cells and it will serve to highlight the

particularities of the PETE optimization.

As expected, Table 5.2 reveals that the introduction of a photonic crystal results

in an increase of the PETE efficiency with respect to the bilayer structure, which

constitutes the state-of-the-art in terms of optical coating. Structures S1 and S2

exhibit a very similar performance. Their size parameters are also very close in

value, with a slightly larger la�ice constant for S2. The absence of a cylinder as

sca�erer in S2 leads to a weaker diffraction, which is compensated by a larger la�ice

constant and a taller cone. Structure S3 brings remarkable differences with respect

to structures S1 and S2. The la�ice constant and filling factor are significantly

smaller, a reduction of ∼ 35% and ∼ 50%, respectively, and thus S3 mostly operates

in the sub-wavelength regime. Another relevant feature of S3 is that it contains less

TiO2 than S1 and S2, which means smaller losses due to absorption in the dielectric.

S1 and S2 present similar optimal thicknesses around 220 nm. It is remarkable that

this value is around 38% thinner than the optimal value found for the bilayer. This

is also the case for S3, d +W = 237 nm. However, a be�er comparison is obtained

with the GaAs volume to unit cell area,W + πR2/a2d = 123 nm. Meaning that S3

contains roughly a 50% less GaAs than S1 and S2. This result is very well known in

the design of optical coatings for solar cells, as nanowire absorbing structures are

extremely efficient [163, 164].

We show in Fig. 5.3 the optical absorption of the different structures. From a

qualitative point of view, it is possible to recognize the diffractive character of S1 and

S2, where the spectrum shows sharp resonances at low energies. The S3 spectrum,
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Figure 5.3: (a) Absorption in the cathode for the S0 (red) and S1 (blue) structures. The area
between the dashed and the continuous line represent the losses due to the absorption of
the TiO2. The hatched area correspond to the losses of the S0 and S1 structures respectively.
(b) Absorption in the cathode for the S2 (purple) and S3 (gray) structures. The area between
the dashed and the continuous lines represents the losses due to the absorption of the
TiO2. The hatched area correspond to the losses of the S2 and S3 structures respectively.
The vertical dashed line correspond to the gap of the TiO2 at 300 K

instead, shows more smooth peaks typical of sub-wavelength structures. The

ultimate efficiencyηue results very helpful in comparing the absorption performance

of each structure. From Table 5.2, there is a clear correlation between the η∗ and

ηue, hence the higher the absorption, the higher the PETE efficiency. However,

if we keep all the size parameters constant and let grow d and/orW , ηue keeps

increasing up to its maximum theoretical value (ηue,max = 43.5%), while η∗ reduces

monotonously. The optimization of η∗ takes into account the loss of electrons in

the diffusion process across the cathode. A further analysis of Fig. 5.3 permits

to quantify the amount of light absorbed by the TiO2. The dashed vertical line

indicates the TiO2 band edge. The dashed colored lines represent the absorption

for a lossless TiO2. Hence, the losses in the dielectric are the hatched areas. The

losses are more critical in S1, and S2, whereas S3 does not present this problem. In

our case the TiO2 refractive index were temperature independent, therefore it is

expected that the band-edge would red shift in a real device. We can conclude that

S3 is the best solution as light-trapping structure as long as a dielectric of larger

bandgap than TiO2 at equal refractive index is not available.
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5.3.2 Effect of the cathode thickness and temperature

The S0 structure strategy to enhance the absorption is to minimize the reflection

losses. The strategy of structures S1 to S3 is two-fold. It consists in reducing the

reflection losses together with increasing the optical path. The physical grounds

of these two strategies can be represented by two different ideal physical models

[91]:

• A single pass Beer-Lambert absorber (BLA) without reflection. The Poynting

vector in a BLA is defined as:

S (x )BLA = exp[−α (E) x], (5.8)

where α (E) is the absorption coefficient.

• A Lambertian absorber (LA), also without reflection. For an LA, the Poynting

vector is:

S (x )LA =
1

4n2α (E)x + 1
. (5.9)

The evolution of η∗ with the cathode thickness is shown in Fig. 5.4(a). We have

kept fixed all size parameters exceptW . For the structure S3, we have assumed

as cathode thickness the sum d +W , but keeping the same ratio d/W as in the

case of the optimal structure of Table 5.2. The efficiency of S0 increases withW

up to a thickness of ≈350 nm. For thicker cathodes the efficiency drops. The

good agreement between S0 and BLA indicates that the absorption increases in

the cathode up to a thickness where all the incoming light gets absorbed. For

larger values ofW there is no additional generation and the loss mechanisms in

transport are the cause for the efficiency drop. The shoulder appearing at ≈25 nm is

a resonance peak due to the zero-frequency Fabry-Perot mode [165]. The efficiency

of S1 and S2 follows a very similar trend. As expected, the dielectric photonic

crystal structure helps in increasing the absorption in the cathode reaching a clear

maximum at the optimal W . For these structures it is also possible to identify

the zero-frequency mode at ≈ 25nm. Structure S3 only outperforms S1 and S2

in the neighborhood of the optimal W . The photonic crystal parameters are

independent ofW in cases S1 and S2. However, in the S3 case the GaAs cathode

is nanostructured, and thus a change in cathode thickness implies a change in
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Figure 5.4: (a) Evolution of the power output with the thickness of the cathode for the
four systems simulated, S0-S3. A Beer-Lambert like cathode and a Lambertian like cathode,
are included as different physical limits of the absorption. The temperature is set to 700
K. (b) Evolution of the power output with the temperature of the cathode for the four
systems simulated. A Beer-Lambert like cathode of thickness 350 nm and a Lambertian
like cathode, thickness of 30 nm are included as different physical limits of the absorption.

the diffraction efficiency of the nanostructure. In other words, the cathode total

thickness in S3 is the cylinder height and the cathode thickness, i.e. d +W .

The LA efficiency is above all structures and can be considered as a top physical

limit. It exhibits a maximum for thinner cathodes than in all other cases. The

fact that the maximum efficiency of S3 gets very close to the LA efficiency shows

the good performance of the structure as anti-reflective coating. This is a known

behavior of photonic crystals based on cones [46, 69, 99, 118] Finally, forW > 1
µm all models converge and follow the same trend.

In Fig. 5.4(b), we show the evolution of the efficiency with the cathode temperature.

The shape of the curves is similar for all the structures. At low temperatures the

efficiency is low because the electrons do not have enough energy to overcome the

escaping barrier, (∆EC in Eq. 5.1) and the reverse current from the anode (atTC =

573 K) dominates. At higherTC, the efficiency grows exponentially in accordance

with JC up to its maximum value. From this point, the generation process is not

powerful enough to keep a high current and only the LA keeps increasing with

TC. Only at very high temperatures (higher than 900 K) the neq is high enough
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Figure 5.5: Evolution of the operating voltage with the thickness (a) and temperature (b)
of the BLA (red) and the LA (blue). The dashed line corresponds to Vfb. Evolution of the
electron density at the emission surface with the thickness (c) and temperature (d).

to allow the electrons to escape from the cathode (“purely” thermionic emission).

Structures S0-S3 and BLA show a reduction in efficiency a�ributed to the drop

in voltage. The bandgap of the semiconductor reduces with the temperature and

consequently the voltage at flat-band gets also reduced. We will come back to this

point when discussing the internal operation of the PETE in Fig.5.5.

To get a full understanding of the efficiency of the PETE it is customary to look at

the evolution of the internal variables of the device, namely the operation current

density and voltage and the carrier density at the emission surface. We have

constrained this analysis to the two physical models BLA and LA, as the actual

structures exhibit an intermediate behavior. The evolution of the current density

follows qualitatively the same trends as the efficiency, therefore we have omi�ed

the corresponding plots. The evolution of the voltage with TC was analyzed in

[154]. We show the results for the BLA and the LA in Fig. 5.5(b). Naively thinking,

the operating voltage would beVfb, i.e. when the barrier for the emi�ed electrons

is minimal ϕC = ϕA. However, for lowTC the anode is ho�er than the cathode and

there exists a reverse current. To get a positive efficiency the system is forced to

operate belowVfb, i.e to lower ϕA. Once the temperature difference reduces, the
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operating voltage reaches the flat-band condition. At even higher TC, neq grows

and the electrons might overcome a higher energy barrier. This means that the

PETE is able to operate at voltages higher than Vfb. The difference between the

values obtained for BLA and LA is due to a higher electron density in the cathode of

the Lambertian absorber. Hence, the higher the absorption, the higher the voltage.

The dependence of the voltage withW is shown in Fig. 5.5(a). In this calculation

TC = 700 K, meaning that neq is high enough to operate aboveVfb. Therefore at low

W the voltage is aboveVfb. Surprisingly, at higher thicknesses the voltage drops to

Vfb. Focusing in the LA case, the current density increases withW up to a critical

thickness were the absorption saturates and the losses in the bulk reduce its value.

As the current density can be seen as a loss mechanism in the boundary conditions

in Eq. (5.5), it means that n(W ) should decrease withW . Indeed, this decrease can

be seen in Fig. 5.5(c). As JC is proportional to n(W ) the only way to enhance the

current density is by lowering the voltage, approaching it toVfb. The case of the

BLA can be understood in similar terms, but the drop in voltage follows a previous

rise related with “slower” increase of the current density as happens with a weaker

absorber. For the sake of completeness Fig. 5.5(d) shows n(W ) as a function ofTC.

There the situation is slightly different, because the system is restraining the reverse

current density JA at lowTC. At highTC, there exists a threshold due to thermal

excitation of electrons across the band-gap. As a final remark, the dependence of

the voltage withTC is analyzed in [154] for different concentration factors showing

similar results to those of Fig. 5.5(b). Hence, a change in the concentration factor

can be also interpreted as a change in the absorption strength.

5.3.3 Refractive index temperature dependence

One of the key material parameters of our study is the permi�ivity or, equivalently,

the refractive index. GaAs is one of the few semiconductor materials thoroughly

studied from an optical point of view in a broad temperature range. Its optical

response is characterized by a series of high absorption peaks, related with the

Van Hove singularities of its electronic band structure [166]. The impact of the

temperature on the refractive index is a red shift of the resonance positions and

an increase of their spectral width. An ab-initio calculation of the linear response

as a function of the temperature still represents a computational challenge [167,
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Figure 5.6: Evolution of the real (a) and imaginary (b) part of the refractive index with
the temperature. The color gradient from red to blue corresponds a temperature gradient
from to 300 K to 1000 K.

168] out of the scope of the present work. Nevertheless, it is possible to get an

accurate description relying on a simple empirical model [169]. We have neglected

the impact of excitonic effects in our analysis, given that we are targeting very

high temperatures. In Figure 5.6, we show the evolution of the real and imaginary

part of the refractive index with within a temperature range of 300 K to 1000 K.

The most noticeable changes in the spectral range of interest is the red shift of the

fundamental bandgap (Γ point, E0 transition) and the absorption along the Γ-L
line (Λ line, E1 transition). At higher energies there are two additional transitions

E2 (X point) and E ′0 (excited conduction band at the Γ point).

The change in the absorption spectrum of the optimal structures is depicted in

Fig. 5.7(a)-(c). We have not shown the corresponding spectra of structure S1,

because qualitatively it is similar to that of S2. It is common to all structures the

red shift of the fundamental bandgap. In fact, the increase in broadening and value

of Im(n) gets reflected as the increase in the absorption with the temperature in

the low energy part of the spectrum. The rise of Im(n) at high energies (E2 and E ′0
transitions) is hindered by the absorption of the TiO2, which starts to absorb from

3.2 eV onwards, as discussed above. The general trend is therefore a rise of the

absorbed light with temperature for energies below 2.5 eV and an almost insensitive

absorption for higher energies. The effect of the temperature on the absorption

can be quantified by looking at the ultimate efficiency (ηue). Fig. 5.7(c) shows the
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Figure 5.7: Change in the optical absorption as a function of the temperature for the
optimal structures S0 (a), S2 (b) and S3 (c) defined in Table 5.2. The dependence of the
complex refractive index is depicted in Fig. 5.6. The color gradient from red to blue
corresponds a temperature gradient from to 300 K to 1000 K. (d) The ultimate efficiency as
a function of the temperature for the optimized structures (S0 gray line, S1 blue line, S2
red line and S3 black line).

corresponding values for each of the structures. It is clearly identifiable the increase

in ηue, directly related with the absorption, in all structures. While the bilayer

structure (S0) shows a linear-like increase with the temperature, S1 and S2 show

step changes in slope. This is related with the excitation of resonances appearing

at low energies [Fig. 5.7(b)]. The behavior of structure S3 instead shows a clear

maximum at 800 K, very close to the temperature used in the optimization, 700 K

(see Table. 5.1). Hence, the evolution of the refractive index with the temperature

needs to be taken into account explicitly to get an accurate description of the

optical absorption. Alternatively, one could have taken the refractive index at 300 K

and shift it according to the fundamental band-edge. Such approach would imply

an underestimation of the total absorbed light.

5.3.4 Charge-cloud effects

In an ideal PETE device, the totality of the emi�ed electrons from the cathode will

reach the anode and vice versa. However, as it has been already mentioned, the

vacuum gap is not a ballistic channel for the emi�ed electrons. Intuitively, emi�ed
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Figure 5.8: Evolution of the JV curve (a) and ϕe (b) of the optimal S3 PETE as a function
of the vacuum gap distance. (c) Total efficiency as a function of the vacuum gap distance
for three different concentration factors: 10 suns (black line), 100 suns (red line) and 1000
suns (blue line).

electrons will interact electrostatically with one another. The result is that some

of the electrons reflect back to the cathode. Depending on the applied voltage,

there is a point in the space between cathode and anode of maximum probability

of backsca�ering in the steady state. Such maximum has been depicted in the

energy level structure of Figure 5.1 by the electrostatic potential maximum ϕe .

Beyond this point, the electrons reach the anode balistically. A rigorous description

of this problem is based on the Langmuir space charge theory [170], which has

been successfully adapted to the case of thermionic emi�ers [146] and PETE [160].

The value of the applied voltage plays a critical role in the final profile of the

electrostatic potential and three regimes are clearly identified: (i) Saturation point:

the voltageVS is such that ϕC � ϕA and ϕe is located within the cathode physical

space; (ii) Critical point: the opposed situation, the voltageVC is such thatϕC � ϕA

and ϕe is located within the anode physical space; (iii) Space charge limited regime:

this is the intermediate regime depicted by the red line of Figure 5.1. We have

followed the numerical procedure described in [146, 160] to determine the value of

ϕe as a function of the voltage given a certain saturation current and a vacuum

gap distance. However, they assumed in their work that the operating current

density in the space charge limited regime is J (V ) = JC exp
{
[−ϕe (V )]

}
, which is

valid for a thermionic emi�er but only an approximation for PETE. We showed in

Eq. (5.1) that the current density depends on the electron concentration n and in
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Eq. (5.5) that ∆n also depends on the current density. The solution of this system

of equations would require a self-consistent solution scheme at each value of the

voltage. Instead, we have adopted an approximate solution. We first calculate the

saturation current JC as described in Section 5.2. The potential barrier ϕe (V ) is

calculated only once for this maximum current density supplied by the PETE. Then,

we introduce ϕe (V ) in the exponential of the current density [∆EC in Eq. (5.1)] and

recompute the JV curve.

We show in Figure 5.8(a) the change in the characteristic JV curve of the S3 PETE

as a function of the vacuum gap distance and in Figure 5.8(b) the corresponding

value of ϕe . In the limit of zero vacuum gap, the JV curve is exactly the same as

that of the ideal PETE; all the emi�ed electrons reach the anode seamlessly. The

drop in current takes place close to the flat-band voltage (indicated by the vertical

line for ϕe = 0). For this vacuum gapVS ≈ VC ≈ Vfb and ϕe ≈ 0. When the vacuum

gap distance increases, the drop in the current density takes place at lower voltages,

mostly governed by the value of the saturation voltageVS. The barrier ϕe starts to

increase accordingly. To get a broad picture on the impact ofϕe on the performance

of the device, we have depicted in Figure 5.8(c) the evolution of the PETE efficiency

with the vacuum gap distance. The reduction in efficiency at a concentration of 100

suns (default conditions) is very slow for a very thin gap, from 0 µm to 3 µm. For

wider gaps, the drop follows an almost linear decrease. This effect is tightly related

with the amount of photogenerated and emi�ed electrons. Therefore changes in

the concentration factor have a great impact on the performance of the device.

Higher concentrations produce higher current densities and, in accordance, faster

reductions in performance with the vacuum gap distance (see blue line for 1000

suns). The opposite behavior is found for lower concentration factors. It is possible

to keep a constant performance up to 25 µm gap for 10 suns. The technology

employed in the fabrication of the PETE device would critically determine the

optimal concentration factor to avoid sacrificing the performance of the device. For

sub-micrometer to a few micrometers gap, high concentration provides the best

performance. For technology involving larger vacuum gaps a low concentration

factor is mandatory. In contrast to TECs, where TC , TA, a PETE can operate in

an isothermal configuration. Thus, a device with a narrow vacuum gap would not

have a large adverse effect due to the near field heat exchange [166].
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5.4 Conclusions and outlook

The description of a PETE with a light-trapping structure required a model able

to cope with an arbitrary generation profile and a full description of the complex

refractive index as a function of the temperature. We have focused our analysis

on two parameters only, the cathode thickness and its temperature. The photonic

crystal structures provides an ≈12% efficiency at thicknesses around ≈225 nm.

This value is very close to the physically ideal system of non-reflective Lambertian

absorber. There is still room for improvement, given that a 16% efficiency might

be achieved for a very thin absorber (≈ 25 nm). Further research is required to

achieve such value. At low temperatures, the PETE offers a maximum performance

at smaller temperatures than the anode (≈ 525 K and 573 K, respectively). As

reported in [143, 154, 157], a higher efficiency is a�ainable by heating up the

cathode beyond 1000 K. However, such temperature regime is far beyond of the

operational temperature limit of GaAs devices. The role of the charge cloud created

by the emi�ed electrons also plays a strong constrain on reaching an efficiency

above 10%. We found that the concentration factor is critical in determining the

optimal vacuum gap distance. Keeping it bellow 100 suns allows for a vacuum gap

narrower than 10 µm, while higher values required much narrower channels.

The efficiency values reported here are greater than those of a single junction

GaAs solar cell in the SQ limit at temperatures above ≈ 1000 K. Clearly, the

combination of photovoltaic and thermal conversions is critical for the PETE to

outperform a standard solar cell. However, such crossover needs to be moved to

lower temperatures for practical applications to be a�ractive. At the same time,

it offers technological advantages. The extraction of electrons and holes can be

done selectively and no pn junction is required [157, 171]. This prevents problems

related with the migration of dopants and the removal of the built-in voltage for

carrier separation. Problems related with the diffusion of contacts are common

to solar cells and PETEs. A feasible way to enhance the efficiency of the PETE is

to rely on semiconductors of broader bandgap. Indeed, the optimal bandgap is

around 1.4 eV [143]. An additional benefit is the increase of the effective mass

with the bandgap providing higher values of the Richardson-Dushman constant

A∗. However, the electron-affinity also increases with the bandgap, requiring a

more effective Cs treatment.
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In terms of space applications, the reported PETE shows to be competitive with

existing technology when targeting high intensity solar radiation and high

temperatures. Even though previous tests [172] reported concentrator cells with

18% of AM0 efficiency surviving 7 minutes at 870 K, solar cells show a substantial

decrease in efficiency above 370 K. For example, typical InGaP/GaAs/Ge triple

junction solar cells with efficiency η = 26% at T = 300 K and with linear

normalized temperature coefficient β = (1/η) (dη/dT ) = −4.5 × 10−3 K−1 [173] are

expected to have an efficiency of 11% at 420 K (average temperature orbiting

Mercury under a solar concentration factor of ∼ 10 suns [141]). At 440 K the

efficiency is already below 10%. Single junction GaAs on Ge solar cells with lower

β show a drop of efficiency from 17.6% (300 K) to 14% (420 K) [172] and for

T = 530 K and higher, besides the poor thermal stability of the system, the

efficiency drops off below 10% resulting in decreased performance. A PETE system

working at 10% efficiency would therefore be advantageous above temperatures of

570 K meaning either transit in Mercury perihelion or solar probe like missions.

Further, previous studies on high temperature solar arrays [172] showed that

be�er solar cell survivability can be achieved through changes to the contact

metallization and through the use of diffusion barriers in the GaAs cells. The same

improvement could be applied to PETE, in order to extend the thermal stability of

the device during operation.
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Conclusions

In this thesis we have demonstrated that using photonic crystals can potentially

increase the efficiency for III-V solar cells. Also, we have demonstrated that light

trapping is fundamental for non-conventional solar thermo-ionic cells.

In Chapter 2 we have demonstrated that for a concentrator GaAs solar cell (1

µm thick) we are able to reduce optical losses by increasing the efficiency 3.6%

compared to the conventional interferencial coating, and only 0.5% below an ideal

solar cell with zero reflectance losses. To achieve this we have to nanostructure

the front and back layer, without damaging the III-V active semiconductor. In this

chapter we have also studied how the emi�ance of the solar cell is affected by the

photonic crystals. A small voltage penalty could appear for ultra thin devices when

the radiative recombination dominates.

In Chapter 3 we design a broadband antireflective nanostructure for tandem solar

cells. It was a challenge because the spectral range (350-1800 nm) comprises two

optical regimes, one where the photonic crystal acts as an effective index medium,

and the other as a diffractive structure. The nanostructure presented was globally

optimized and it was simple enough to be fabricated, as we demonstrated on

Chapter 4. For this broadband scenario we have shown that, in comparison with

a standard bilayer ARC, the power losses due to reflectivity can potentially be

lowered by a factor of more than 4 to an absolute value below 1% of the incident

power.

The fabrication presented on Chapter 4 is compatible with large-area fabrication.

In particular, the laser interferometric lithography presents the fundamental

advantage of being able to be easily scalable to large areas. Finally, another

83
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advantage is that this process is mask-less which facilitates its combination with

preexisting pa�erns on the sample such as solar cell electrical contacts. The

experimental setup designed and built is detailed in Appendix A.1.

In Chapter 5 we have used a combination of the strategies presented in the other

chapters to model and optimize a photo enhanced thermo-ionic emi�er. This is

not a typical photovoltaic device as the carriers are emi�ed from a semiconductor

cathode to a metallic anode through a vacuum gap. These PETE devices require

ARCs and light trapping nanostructures of similar characteristics to those used in

photovoltaic devices. In PETE devices the light trapping schemes are necessary to

achieve efficiencies above the 10%, and therefore they are needed to assure their

viability.

We have learned that the benefits of photonic crystals in photovoltaic devices are

based on two different effects. The first is known as the effective index. It allows

to tweak the refractive index of the nanostructured layer, leaving more degrees of

freedom than for homogenous materials and allows for a gradual index increase

along the light propagation direction. The second effect is related to light coupling

to resonant modes present in the photonic crystal, enhancing the transmission to

the substrate.

It is not clear if a more complex design, like designing a quasi random structure in

the k-space,[54, 55] could increase the efficiency enough to justify a more complex

fabrication. In the case of using the nanostructure as an antireflective coating, and

after the results presented in Chapter 3 with 99% of transmi�ance, there is almost

no room for improvements in the design. Still, an optimized fabrication process is

needed to reach the full potential of the designs here proposed. Another important

point to acknowledge is that this design was done for air as incident medium. If

the incident medium has a higher refractive index, like silica for example, the size

of optimized the unit cell may be reduced. Therefore, to keep the resonant modes

of the structure a dielectric with a higher refractive index (and possibly higher

absorption losses), such as SiC, might be needed.

The case of a higher index incident medium has been explored in Chapter 5 for

PETE devices. In the case of PETE devices there is a requirement for increased

absorption that may be satisfied by using photonic crystals with a higher difraction

efficiency. In fact, this device can achieve a 16% of efficiency using ultra thin GaAs
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layers. PETEs are still in an early state of development and more research is needed

to assess the viability of these devices, but one of the important tasks is to design

a light trapping structure capable of near full absorption with thicknesses below

100 nm.

In summary, engineering the optical response of any solar technology is critical if

we are after achieving high efficiencies. Photonic crystals are suitable for obtaining

near optimal optical response, as we have a lot of leeway in the design. The results

in this thesis underpin the idea that using relatively simple photonic crystals we

are able to optimize the optical response of the solar cell.
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Appendix A

Experimental Methods

In this Appendix the experimental methods used in Chapter 4 are presented. In

particular, the laser interferometric lithography setup is detailed, highlighting the

advantages and limitations of this technique. Also, the experimental setup used

for the reflectance measurement is detailed. The other techniques here presented

are widely known and used in micro and nano fabrication, thus, they are briefly

described. The particular process for each method used in this thesis is detailed.

89
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A.1 Laser interferometric lithography for

photonic crystal fabrication

The laser interferometric lithography (LIL) is a maskless lithography where two

optical coherent beams interfere and generate a pa�ern. This pa�ern is used

to expose a photoresist and to ultimately transfer the pa�ern by a�acking the

sample or by deposition and lift-off. One advantage of mask-less techniques is

that they are compatible with preexisting pa�erns such as solar cell electrical

contacts. Furthermore, it does not present the problems associated with template

degradation by particle contamination that are often associated with for example

nano-imprint and contact photolithography. Moreover, the main advantage of LIL

compared to other maskless lithographies, as the electron beam lithography (EBL)

or the focus ion beam (FIB), is the low cost when pa�erning large areas.[123, 124]

However, there are limitations designing the pa�ern. Usually two beams are used,

which generate fringes, namely a 1-D grating. The sample has to be exposed twice

to make a 2-D structure, rotating 90 degrees for each exposure. A combination

of more than two interference beams, or incremental exposures, can be used to

generate more sophisticated pa�erns.[174–177] However, this obviously increases

the complexity of the process. In general, the pa�ern designs are more constrained

than for example in EBL. This limitation was not a problem in this thesis as the

structures optimized were square la�ices and the aspect ratio and filling factor are

controlled by the etching step.

The LIL used in this thesis is based on a Lloyd interferometer.[178] It was designed

for relatively small areas, around the square centimeter, for prototyping. Also,

we kept the size of the setup small on an optical table of 30×45 cm2. The small

distances allow us to use a relatively low power diode laser, 12 mW, with 405 nm

to generate the pa�ern. The experimental setup was inspired on Ref. [179]. The

main innovation in our set-up is the use of an integrated photodiode for exposure

dose control. The total cost of the set up was below 6 k€. This section is organized

as follows: firstly, the physics behind the LIL and its fundamental limitations are

detailed; secondly, the particular design of the setup built with some fabrications

examples and processes are presented; finally the possible improvements for this

setup are discussed.
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Figure A.1: Interference between two symmetric planewaves, k1 and k2 , which generate
an interference pa�ern with wavenumber kf .

A.1.1 Interference between two planewaves

The intensity distribution of a planewave is proportional to the square of the

electric field in the medium. For a single planewave the intensity is homogeneous.

However, the sum of two planewaves with different phases leads to an interference

pa�ern. It is easy to see using the exponential form:

E1(r) = E1 exp(jk1r),

E2(r) = E2 exp(jk2r).
(A.1)

The intensity then is:

Itotal = |E1(r ) + E2(r ) |
2 =

= I1 + I2 + 2|E1E2 | cos[(k1 − k2)] =

= I1 + I2 + I |12 |;

(A.2)

where I1 = E2
1, I2 = E2

2. The interference term I |12 | is the responsible of the pa�ern.

We can simplified for the particular case used, see Fig. A.1, where:

• the polarization of the electric field of both planewaves are parallel,

• the wavevector k1 and k2 are symmetric about z-axis.
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In this case:
k1 = k0(kx ,0,kz ),

k2 = k0(−kx ,0,kz ).
(A.3)

We can define a fringe-vector, kf :

kf = k1 − k2, (A.4)

and we obtain the period of our pa�ern Pf :

Pf =
2π
|kf |
=

λ

2 sin(θ )
. (A.5)

we obtain Pf , which is the period of our pa�ern.

Thus, from Eq. (A.5) it is easy to extract the minimum period possible, which is

the half wavelength, Pmin = λ/2. However, this period is a limit only reached

asymptotically when both incident waves are parallel to the mirror.

Generally, the intensity of the pa�ern does not limit the lithography as the

photoresist can be exposed more time if needed. Still, the definition of the pa�ern

can be limited by the mechanical stability of the system and the background

radiation. On the other hand, the intensity of each beam plays a decisive role in

the interference pa�ern. These intensities will affect the difference between the

maximum and minimum in the interference pa�ern, where the la�er can be

greater than zero. We will define the contrastC as:

C =
Imax − Imin

Imax + Imin
. (A.6)

For a system with real amplitudes and I1 , I2: Imin = I1 + I2 − 2|E1E2 | and

Imax = I1 + I2 + 2|E1E2 |. Therefore, the different intensities of each beam can be a

limiting factor for the lithography as the contrast depends on them. In particular,

we have used the Lloyd configuration, where a mirror is used to reflect one of the

electric fields and the other beam falls directly upon the sample. The reflectivity of

the mirror will limit the final contrast.
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Mirror
Figure A.2: Lloyd configuration to generate a interference pa�ern. The sample is placed
at the right side of the diagram. The right angle between the sample and the mirror allows
to rotate (arrow in green) and change the incident angle θ and hence the fringe period.

A.1.1.1 The Lloyd Interferometer

Typically two configurations of interferometers are used for nanopa�erning, the

Mach-Zhender configuration and the Lloyd configuration.[178, 180] The la�er is

the configuration used in this thesis. The Lloyd interferometer uses a mirror to

reflect the incident wave towards the sample and create the interference pa�ern

with these two beams. The mirror is perpendicular to the plane of interference and

rotates in conjunction with the sample, see Fig. A.2. Using this configuration, the

angle between the two incident waves can be changed as desired and consequently

the fringe period, Pf .

The Lloyd configuration presents several advantages compared to Mach-Zhender

configuration:

• It only requires one beam spatially filtered and expanded; this implies a

compact set up.

• Easier modification of the period, which implies quick prototyping.

• Improved mechanical stability by design, as the mirror and sample are fixed

together.

However, a typical disadvantage is the limit in area for nanopa�erning the sample,

as the area is limited by the size of the mirror, lm . Obviously, the pa�ern will be
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Figure A.3: The limit for the pa�erned area , for the interferometer system. The mirror
size is , lm = 2 cm. The area is calculated as A = l2w

generated only occurs in regions where there is a reflected beam. The area with

both beams will be defined by a cutoff length, lw :

lw = lm tan(θ ), (A.7)

and therefore the maximum area for exposition at each angle is A(θ ) ∝ l2w . This

limitation is more critical for large periods. The area usable is graphically illustrated

in Fig. A.3. .

Another concern that should be addressed is the contrast in the pa�ern as we have

already introduced. In general, the contrast is affected by not having two equally

intense fields as we see in Eq. (A.6). Therefore, by using a mirror the reflected

and incident field over the sample have different intensities, and consequently the

contrast will decrease.[178] Still, for a metallic mirror this is usually not a problem,

as the reflectivity is typically above the 90 % which translates to a contrast above

the 99 %.[180] Yet, the contrast can be defined using the difference between the

maximum and minimum in the pa�ern as in Eq. (A.6), or using the difference

between minimum exposition and a threshold value. The la�er definition is more

adjusted to the experiment because above that threshold the photoresist will

be exposed, and the minimum is not completely zero as we can expect some
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background exposure apart from the effect of the intensity differences. Therefore,

we can assume that at full width at half maximum of the intensity profile the

photoresist is already exposed and the background can be approximated to zero

when exposing short periods of time, leaving the dependence of the contrast

to the different intensities between the beams. Using these assumptions the

contrast is still above the 99%. But, to achieve square la�ices using the Lloyd

configuration we have to expose twice and this double exposure will also double

the minimum intensity, whereas the maximum is already above that threshold. As

we are increasing the minimum while the maximum is not modified, the contrast

decreases. Still, because of the high reflectivity of a typical aluminum mirror, the

contrast for a double exposure is 98%. But, incremental exposures will lower the

contrast of the pa�ern due to this effect.

Finally, another limiting factor that can potentially lower the contrast is the

coherence length of the laser. This limitation is dependant with the incident angle,

as angles θ � π/4 the beam should travel more distance before interfering.

Therefore the contrast of the interference fringe is as a function of the optical

path[180]:

C (l ) = exp
(
−(π/c )2σ 2l2

)
, (A.8)

where l stands for the distance of the optical path difference and σ the half

frequency bandwidth. The difference path between the incident wave and the

reflected one is:

l = lw/ sin(θ )[1 + cos(π − 2θ )]. (A.9)

Still, for the laser used with 160 MHz of linewidth (a coherence length around

1 m) and expanding the laser spot only 35 cm this limitation does not appear

for short periods (θ < π/4.), with contrasts above 98%. For lasers with bigger

linewidths (1GHz), which implies shorter coherence length, could potentially limit

the lithography resolution. [180]

To conclude, it is important to note that the incident waves upon the sample can

create a stationary wave reflected perpendicular to the surface. This effect appears

for any interferometric setup. The standing wave can be problematic for high

reflectance samples and a photoresist antireflection layer should be used.[178]

This limits the lithography on high reflecting substrates as metals, or high index
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Figure A.4: Configuration of the Lloyd mirror used. The source is a laser diode of 12 mW
with a wavelength of 405 nm (ONDAX CP-40X-PLR12). The lens plus the pinhole works
as an spatial filter eliminating light intensity inhomogeneities at the sample. The focal
length of the lens is 4 mm and the Pin hole has a 5 µm diameter. The distance between
the pinhole and the center of rotation of the goniometer is l =35 cm

semiconductors. Typically, this problem is addressed by using an additional

coating below the photoresist that absorbs the radiation transmi�ed through the

photoresist.[178] However, the samples used in this thesis had low reflectance,

and a photoresist antireflection layer was not needed, simplifying the fabrication

process. In particular, not using a bo�om photoresist helps to achieve a higher

aspect ratio (height/width) for the nanostructures using the reactive ion etching,

as the photoresist and the dielectric beneath have different etch rates.

A.1.2 Design of the experimental setup

The scheme of the experimental setup can be seen in Fig. A.4, where the laser diode

represents the coherent source, and the Lloyd mirror is mounted on a goniometer,

to control the incident angle and thus the period of the pa�erning.

The laser diode used has a centered wavelength of 405 nm, an output power of

12 mW, and its wavelength is stabilized with a volume holographic grating. The

coherence length is longer than 1 m (∆ν =160 MHz) and the output beam is

collimated. The polarization is TE with a polarization ratio of 100:1. The laser beam

has an original radius, al , of 0.4 − 0.8 cm, and it is expanded to 35 cm using an

aspherical lens with a focal length, F , of 4 mm and a NA=0.6.

To eliminate the light intensity inhomogeneities at the sample we have used a
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Figure A.5: Normalized intensity vs. the radius of a beam after passing a pin hole of 5
microns (red) and 10 microns (blue) at l=35 cm.

spatial filter by focusing the laser light on a small aperture. We have set the pinhole

and lens specifications using the following expression:[180]

dpin-hole = 2Fλ/al ,F = 4 mm⇒ dpin-hole ≈ 5µm. (A.10)

Therefore, the spatial filter used has a pin-hole of 5 µm. Also, it is important to

study the distribution of the spot after passing the spatial filter. In particular it will

follow:[180]

I = 2
(
J1(x )

x

)2
; x = 2

π

λ
(D/2) (ρ/l ), (A.11)

where D stands for the pin-hole diameter, l for the distance between the pin hole

and the perpendicular plane of the expanded wave, ρ for the radius of the beam at

its plane, and J1(x ) is the Bessel function . The intensity distribution for a 5 µm

and a 10 µm pin-holes cases are graphically illustrated in Fig. A.5. This intensity

profile will limit the area of exposure, in our case the useful area is approximately

1 cm2.

The temperature of the laser will shift the wavelength used, and therefore the Pf of

the pa�ern can be modified unintentionally. To avoid such wavelength instability

we have used a thermal active mount. This active mount is mechanically a�ached

to the spatial filter (lens and pinhole) by a 30 mm cage mount. In particular the

lens is placed on Z-axis translation mount so that it can be focused on the pin hole,
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Figure A.6: Final experimental setup used in this thesis.

whereas, the pin hole itself is placed on a X-Y translation mount with micrometer

screws to obtain fine adjustment. The complete optical setup can be seen in Fig. A.6.

In addition, a GaP photodiode is fixed at the sample mounting position to measure

and calibrate the light exposure dose. A glass diffuser much larger than photodiode

aperture is used to make the measurement independent of the angle of incidence.

The samples are mounted for exposure on top of the diffuser. Using this photodiode

we were able to adjust and reproduce the exposure doses between experiments.

Once adjusted the laser the intensity over the sample was of 1.0 mW/m2.

A.1.2.1 Examples of fabrication

First of all, we have to coat the sample with a photoresist to create the pa�ern.

This photoresist is added by using spin coating, typically at 5000-6000 rpm. One

important key is that the photoresists used must be photo-sensitive at 405 nm.

In this thesis we have used a positive photoresist,1 Shipley-S1805 with nominal

thickness from 390-550 nm. Typically, the thickness of the photoresist will limit the

smallest size we can achieve. As a rule of thumb, the thickness of the photoresist

should be smaller than the smallest size of the pa�ern. Therefore, for pa�erns

1Negative photoresists such as MAN-1405 can be used, however the adherence problems difficult
the fabrication, possibly due to lack of exposure at the interface with the substrate.
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Figure A.7: (a) 1D la�ice of Ni/Cr lines over optical glass with Λ = 1330 nm, inset
photography of the sample. (b) Rectangular la�ice of holes in S1805 over optical glass with
Λ = 1330 nm.

with la�ices below 400 nm we have to reduce the thickness. This can be done by

diluting the photoresist with PGMEA, which allow us to have thicknesses below

200 nm.

The la�ice period defined by this setup was between 1300 nm, just for testing and

calibrating the setup, to 340 nm for the samples done as antireflective coatings.

One important point to acknowledge is that pa�erns with periods smaller than

600 nm are difficult to inspect with optical microscopy. However, they can be

checked using the iridescence at oblique angles. If the pa�ern is correctly exposed,

the blue/purple tone appears in all the sample, highlighting the areas with weak

diffraction efficiency, due to defects on the pa�ern.Another method is to put the

sample again in the setup and look for the Moire pa�erns in the reflected beam.

Yet, both checks are necessary conditions but not sufficient, as the pa�ern may not

fully penetrate the whole photoresist layer. The definitive test is a SEM inspection

of the samples.

Once the sample is exposed, we are able to transfer the nanopa�ern by metallization

and lift-off for metallic samples, or by etching for dielectric/semiconductor samples.

The former process was used to fabricate 1D metallic diffraction gratings, Fig.

A.7(a), and the la�er process was used for fabricating dielectric nanocones, Chapter

4, using reactive ion etching.

Also, it is interesting that despite using a positive photoresist, it is possible to obtain

the positive or negative of a 2-D structure, namely nano-pillars and nano-holes

respectively. This can be done by optimizing the exposure time.[135] To obtain
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Figure A.8: (a) AFM image of a chessy 2D structure and (b) cylinder 2D pa�ern. In both
cases the photoresist is positive, S1805 over Si3N4 and GaAs, we have only modified the
exposure time (24 seconds and 26 seconds respectively).

pillars, the total exposure time is approximately twice the exposure time needed to

obtain holes. In Fig. A.7(b) we demonstrate nanoholes fabricated using a positive

photoresist. Also, controlling the exposure time we can control the filling factor of

the photoresist, see Fig. A.8.

A.1.3 Possible improvements of this setup

The LIL setup here described had the purpose of fabricating the structures designed

in Chapter 4 on small (1 cm2) samples, and the set up has fulfilled its purpose.

However, the experimental setup can be improved. One of the main problems was

that the rotation was made by hand, because the steel strip mount fixes the sample

position. This mount was very simple, but a ruled rotation mount allows to control

the angle more finely. Indeed, the final fabricated samples has a slight tilt. These

choices were justified by the low cost setup, and the limited time, but they can be

easily replaced in the future, by incorporating a ruled rotation mount with a hole

to incorporate the GaP photodiode.

On the other hand, the shu�er of the sample was actuated by hand, hence an

electro-mechanical system could improve the accuracy of the exposure time,

which unleash the possibility for more complicate pa�erns combining this with a

controlled rotation mount of the sample.[135, 174, 181]. The exposure time

becomes a very critical parameter when exposing la�ice parameters below the
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specified resolution of the photoresist, as small increases (less than one second) of

the exposure can easily lead to over-exposure. Beyond the resolution limit of the

photoresist specifications there is narrowing of the parameter window for optimal

contrast, thus very precise control of the exposure time becomes necessary.

Moreover, using a 355-375 nm diode laser would improve the resolution, as an

smaller wavelength results in smaller pa�erns. Also, the contrast will improve as

i-line photoresists are most sensitive at this wavelengths and consequently, the

exposure time will decrease, reducing the effects of mechanical stability. A more

powerful laser would also help to reduce the exposure time, and/or increase the

pa�erned area by increasing the beam expansion.

A.2 Reflectivity Measurements

In this section the experimental setup used for measuring the reflectivity is

detailed. This setup is graphically illustrated on Fig. A.9. The set up was adapted

for reflectivity measurements from previous set ups that had been designed and

built for other purposes by B. Alén, D. Fuster, E. San Román, and J. M. Ripalda.

The basic idea is to use a monochromatic light source and two photodiodes to

monitor the intensity. The light source is a halogen lamp (3000 K) dispersed by a

0.3 m focal length monochromator. The halogen lamp included a parabolic mirror

and a lens to focus the duplicated image of the filament, and over the aperture of

the monochromator. The mirror is used to obtain the radiation emi�ed on the

back side. The optical intensity at the entrance of the monochromator is 1.7 W

and the electric power consumption of the lamp is 100 W. The monochromator

used is a Spex 270, and it is used in inverse configuration as monochromator, with

the light source in the exit aperture. One of the photodiodes is placed after the

monochromator to record the temporal fluctuations of the halogen lamp, it will be

used as reference. The second photodiode is used to recover the intensity of the

beam after the reflection on the surface of the sample. To increase the signal/noise

ratio of the measurement we have used a 477 Hz chopper connected to a lock-in

signal detector. This way, we are able to obtain a cleaner signal compared to just

using the photodiodes. Ideally one would want to design such a set up in way that

the solid angle and area of aperture of each optical element perfectly matches the
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characteristics of the light beam, but in this case the source has a much larger

etendue that the microscope objective used to probe the sample, and as a

consequence most optical elements in the set up require to sacrifice part of the

beam area and/or part of the illuminated solid angle. The entrance of the

microscope objective that couples the monochromator to the optical fiber has a

smaller area than the beam cross section, so part of the light that would fall

outside of the lens entrance is redirected to the reference photodiode that is used

to record the temporal fluctuations of the halogen lamp. The incident beam is

coupled to the fiber using a 10x microscope objective (Mitutoyo) with large

distance work. A 200 micron core size multi-mode optical fiber was used to allow

for mechanical decoupling of the monochromator and the rest of the set up. Then

the beam is expanded at the end of the fiber using an achromatic lens with a focal

of 75 mm. Then, the collimated excitation beam was aligned with a

Glan-Thompson polarizer at one the horizontal arms of a 45 degree beam spli�er,

and then focused to a 30 µm diameter spot using a Mitutoyo 20X NIR

magnification objective lens (NA = 0.4) at the lower vertical arm of the

beam-spli�er. The beam-spli�er is held by an XYZ stage with a manual

micrometer screw to focus the incident beam on the sample, and stepper motors

for lateral positioning. We chose optical elements optimized for visible and near

infrared transmission. The sample sits below the objective lens, and the

photodiode used for measuring the intensity after the reflection is above the beam

spli�er. The incident beam on the silicon photodiode is focused using an

achromatic lens with F=60 mm. Both photodiodes have a big active area of 3.6x3.6

mm2, so we can avoid alignment problems. One of the particularities of our setup

is that we can measure the reflectivity for spots of 30µm radius, allowing us to

measure locally the reflectance. Indeed, to modify the area of the spot we can

change the microscope lens focusing on the sample, or the lens expanding the

light from the laser fiber. Also, we have the possibility to quickly replace the

reflectivity photodiode monitor with a digital camera without altering the optical

alignment, allowing us to inspect the sample and locate the measurement spot

before and after the measurement. In order to inspect the sample an auxiliary

halogen lamp was used with an oblique angle to the sample. This auxiliary

halogen lamp was shutdown during the measures. The signal from the

photodiodes was acquired by a digital analog converter and a computer. In
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Figure A.9: Depiction of the experimental setup used for measuring the reflectivity.

particular, we have used a custom python code to control the monochromator,

obtain the signal and plot the intensities. The spectral bounds of our experimental

setup are limited by the wavelength response of the silicon photodiodes and the

spectral distribution of our illumination source (440-1000 nm). However, in the

measurements presented in Chapter 4 we are also limited by the absorption edge

of the GaAs substrate (870 nm) as the transmi�ed light is partially reflected in the

back of the GaAs sample.

Finally, the intensities obtained from the experimental setup must be calibrated

using a reference sample. This way we can convert the electric signal from the

photodiodes to a reflectivity. We have used a clean silicon substrate to calibrate

the setup. Even though the lock-in detection is highly efficient in rejecting ambient

light, there is some background signal from unwanted reflections in each of the

optical elements of the set up. This background signal is measured using a 45

degrees mirror placed below the objective lens and is subtracted from the reflectivity
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Figure A.10: Reflectivity measures of a Si3N4(495 nm)/Silicon sample by using our setup
(red line) and a commercial reflectivity setup (blue line) (Sentech FTPAdv reflectometer).

photodiode measurement. Therefore the reflectivity of a samplem is:

Rm = A
(
X1,m/X0,m − X1,B/X0,B ),

A =
RSi,theory

(X1,Si/X0,Si − X1,B/X0,B )
,

(A.12)

where Rm is the reflectivity of the sample, A the correction factor of our setup, the

subscript Si stands for the silicon substrate reference, X0,i are the measures from

the reference photodiode, X1,i are the measures from the reflectivity photodiode,

and subscript B stands for the background signal.

The experimental setup was validated measuring the reflectance of a GaAs substrate

and silicon nitride films on top of a silicon substrate obtaining excellent agreement

with measured spectra for such samples using a commercial reflectometer.

A.3 Additional Experimental Methods

In this section the additional experimental methods used in this thesis are

described. These are standard micro-fabrication methods using standard
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Figure A.11: Depiction of the typical setup used for UV lithography. The UV from the
lamp is collimated by a lens and exposed the sample through the transparent zones of
the mask. The Gap between sample and photoresist is usually the limiting factor for
the resolution, smaller gaps implies higher resolution. However, the mask may suffer
contamination from the sample with full contact.

commercial experimental setups. Here we present a summary of their

fundamental operation and their limitations.

A.3.1 Contact/Proximity Mask Photolithography

The contact mask photolithography, or optical photolithography, is a

micro-fabrication process. The pa�ern is transferred to the sample by exposing

and developing a photoresist coating. To add the photoresist to the sample one

technique used is spin coating. The sample is mounted on an rotating vacuum

chuck and then the photoresist is added before/during the spinning of the sample.

The rpm used are between 100-6000 rpm, depending on the photoresist type and

desired thickness.

The mask defines the pa�ern transfered to the sample by using an UV lamp. For

contact or proximity lithography the mask is in contact or in close proximity to
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the sample. In a binary amplitude mask (as opposed for example to a phase shift

mask) some parts are completely shaded and the UV exposes the sample through

the transparent zones of the mask, see Figure A.11. The photoresist is sensitive to

the light (250 to 450 nm approx.) and after the exposure the pa�ern is developed

chemically (in either a solvent based or low pH aqueus solution developer), by

immersion of the sample (alternatively spray or puddle development can be used).

Two main types of photoresist exist: one positive where the photoresist exposed

is removed by the developer, and negative photoresist where the non-exposed

photoresist is removed with the developer. After this process, other techniques

as lift-off for metals or wet/dry etchings are used to transfer the pa�ern from

the photoresist to the sample. The resolution for this type of lithography, using

amplitude masks, is physically limited by the diffraction of light from the mask, and

from the proximity of the mask to the sample. The best resolution using vacuum

contact exposure is typically around 500-700 nm using a conventional i-line lamp.

However, more advanced setups can be used to improve this limit by using phase

masks, instead of amplitude masks, deep ultra violet sources, ultra thin photoresist

coatings, multiple exposures, surface plasmons masks, among other techniques.

The highest possible theoretical resolution is λ/20.[182] Yet, high resolutions need

full contact between the sample and the mask, which implies extremely planar

and clean surfaces and vacuum contact.

In this thesis conventional photolithography was used for creating the control

pa�ern in Chapter 4, as the photoresist used for the LIL process, S1805, can be

exposed with the UV aligner. The sample was first exposed using the UV aligner

and then with the LIL. Finally, the developer reveals both pa�erns in the sample.

A.3.2 Deposition techniques

A.3.2.1 Plasma enhanced vapour deposition

The plasma enhanced vapor deposition is a coating process based on plasma

activation of gas precursors and their chemical reaction at the substrate surface

(see Figure A.12). The plasma can be excited by RF or DC power supplies.

One of the advantages of this technique is that the deposition can be made at a

low operation temperature (20-300 ◦C), making this technique compatible with
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Figure A.12: Scheme of a PECVD, image from Oxford Instruments®.

electronic device fabrication. Also, it achieves good step coverage, and the deposited

layers have good dielectric properties. In our lab the deposition rates are unstable,

mostly due to pressure instabilities, and thus fine control of layer thickness is

challenging. The most frequent applications are deposition of silicon oxide and

nitride layers for passivation, insulation, and optical multilayers such as filters and

anti reflection coatings. In this thesis the PECVD was used to deposit the Si3N4

layers of the fabricated sample in Chapter 4. The deposition conditions were SiH4

1000 sccm and NH3 28 sccm, at 200◦C with rates of 10 nm/minute.

A.3.3 Reactive Ion Etching

The reactive ion etching (RIE) is a dry etching technology used in micro and nano

fabrication. Compared to other type of etchings, like wet etching, the a�ack can be

anisotropic or isotropic at will by modifying the conditions inside the gas chamber.

The etch is performed by a high power plasma which is chemically reactive and

removes material from the sample. It consists of a vacuum chamber with a pla�er

situated at the bo�om, which is electrically insulated, see Figure A.13. The gas is

introduced in the chamber under flow control. For instance, the pressures used are

in the range of mTorr and the gas flow ranges from ten to a few thousand sccm.

In this thesis an inductively plasma (ICP) RIE was used, which means that the

plasma is generated by a RF powered magnetic field. The oscillating

electric/magnetic fields ionizes the molecules from the gas, and creates the plasma.
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Figure A.13: Scheme of a RIE experimental setup.

The electrons from the ionized gas are accelerated to the walls of the chamber and

to the pla�er. The chamber walls are connected to ground, so this charge

disappears, whereas the pla�er is isolated and a negative charge gets accumulated.

In fact, a negative DC voltage, typically around a hundred volts, appears in the

pla�er. The positive ions from the plasma are electrically a�racted by the DC field

to the pla�er and a�ack the sample. This plasma removes material from the

surface because of the kinetic energy from the ions and because of the chemical

reactions between the plasma and the sample surface.

This technique is used to transfer the photoresist pa�ern to the sample. The

photoresist mask is also a�acked by the plasma, thus the etch rates for the substrate

and the photoresist need to be experimentally determined to find the optimal

experimental conditions. The objective is to achieve an a�ack ratio much slower

for the mask than for the sample. The photoresist will also pyrolyze, making it

difficult to remove after the etch. Because of this, when using a photoresist as

mask is desirable to a�ack the sample using cooling pauses, for example by leaving

the sample in vacuum for some time to cool it down, or by introducing nitrogen to

cool it.

In this thesis, we have developed an anisotropic etching for Si3N4 using the S1805

photoresist as mask. The conditions are 200 W, 460 V, 10 mTorr plasma with a

gas flow of 25 sccm of N2 and 25 sccm of CHF3. It was inspired from the work in

Ref. [136]. However, to achieve a more directional etching the pressure and flow
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(a) (b)

(c)

225 nm

0 nmx = 3 µm

y = 3 µm

Figure A.14: (a) AFM image of the firsts a�empts to fabricate the nanostructure using an
etching without N2 (a), which improves the selectivity. (b) An incomplete etch before using
a pulsed a�ack. The photoresist may pyrolyze and the etching depth is not controlled. (c)
Nanocones fabricated transferring the LIL nanopa�ern to Si3N4 using the optimized RIE
etching (Sample characterized in Chapter 4).

were lower than in [136]. The ratio between CHF3 and N2 was also optimized for

a�acking more rapidly the nitride than the photoresist. The a�ack rates obtained

were 55-60 nm/min for the Si3N4 and 15-20 nm/min for the photoresist. Another

modification to the original recipe is that we have introduced a pulsed a�ack, in

order to avoid excessive thermal damage to the photoresist. It followed a periodic

sequence of 30 seconds of plasma, 2 minutes of vacuum, 1 minute of N2 flux and

1 minute of vacuum. To complete the dry etching of the samples the loop was

repeated 20 times, namely 10 minutes of plasma. The optimized etch allowed us to

fabricate the nanocones of Chapter 4, see Fig. A.14(c).





Appendix B

Numerical Methods:
RCWA

The rigorous coupled wave analysis (RCWA) is the method used in this thesis to

model the photonic structures. This method is part of the so called computational

electromagnetic methods (CEMs), that solve numerically the Maxwell equations.

An introduction to the RCWA method is presented in this chapter with emphasis

on its main practical advantages and limitations in comparison to other methods.

111
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B.1 Introduction to RCWA

The earliest RCWA works focused on studying diffractions gratings for

holograms.[183–185] The core principles of the RCWA were summarized and

formulated by Moharam and Gaylord.[186, 187]. Afterwards, the original

formulation was generalized to two-dimensionally periodic structures as the

computational power was improved. [188, 189]

Typically the RCWA method is also called Fourier modal method (FMM) [190] or

sca�ering matrix method (SMM) [81, 189, 191–193]. Besides, it is important to

clarify that the sca�ering matrix formalism has been popular since the 1960s, [194,

195] and it is not exclusive of the RCWA or CEMs. To avoid any confusion, we will

call RCWA the whole computational method, where the Maxwell equations are

solved by the FMM and the device is fully constructed with sca�ering matrices.

The RCWA method is best suited for structures that can be approximated by a

stack of layers. In each layer, the permi�ivity and permeability do not need to be

homogeneous. The layers are defined by its thickness and a unit cell. They are

finite in the normal direction but they are periodic (infinite) in the other plane.

The permi�ivity distributions within the unit cell can be anything, but must be

constant in the normal direction. Overall, the basic idea behind the RCWA is to

solve numerically the in-plane directions, whereas the normal direction is solved

analytically. The former is achieved by using the FMM, and the la�er by using the

SMM.

The first formulations suffered from very slow convergence with the number of

Fourier series terms used when analyzing metallic gratings under the TM

polarization.[196] Besides, a simple reformulation of the dielectric matrix could

obtain improved convergence.[197, 198] The physical problem underneath is that

there are different boundary conditions for the tangential and normal electric field

components at an interface.[190, 199]. As a consequence, the permi�ivity in the

reciprocal space needs of proper Fourier factorization rules.[200–202]
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B.2 RCWA Formulation

CEMs algorithms solve numerically the well known Maxwell equations.[203]:

∇ · D = r ,

∇ · B = 0,
∂B
∂t
= −∇ × E,

∂E
∂t
= −∇ × H − Je .

(B.1)

In the first place, we are going to express the fields in time-harmonic form, namely

assuming exp(−iωt ) time dependence. For simplicity, we are also going to assume

that all the materials are linear and non-magnetic. In addtition, we will use Lorenz-

Heaviside units, namely
√
µ0/ϵ 0 = 1, c = 1. Therefore, the time-harmonic Maxwell

equations are reduced to:

∇ × H = −iωϵE,

∇ × E = iωH.
(B.2)

The structure is approximated by a laminar arrangement, with N layers, see

Fig.Fig. B.1. To simplify the discussion, the coordinate system is oriented such as

the laminar structure is periodic in the x-y plane, and with layers normal to z. In

this section we focus only on layer l with thickness d . The layer l is placed

between zi and zi + d an the unit cell will be defined by ϵ l (x ,y). In the following

section we will combine the solutions of the Maxwell equations of the different

layers via a sca�ering matrix. For simplicity, let us assume l has a rectangular

grating, with real space la�ice Lr and its reciprocal la�ice Lk :

Lr =



lr ,1

lr ,2


,

Lk = 2π [L−1
r ]T = 2π



lk,1

lk,2


.

(B.3)

Because of the layers periodicity in x and y, and the separability of the z axis due
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Figure B.1: The generalised structure solved in RCWA. It has N layers with a periodic
permi�ivity distribution ϵ (x ,y) with the same la�ice parameter.

to the invariance in permi�ivity within the layer, the fields can be expressed as

series in the reciprocal space:

E(r,z) =
∑
G

EG(z) exp(i (k +G) · r),

H(r,z) =
∑
G

HG(z) exp(i (k +G) · r),

Gm,n =
2πm
|l1,r |

l1,k +
2πn
|l2,r |

l2,k ;

m,n = 0,±1,±2, . . . ,∞.

(B.4)

where r = x + y, G is a vector of the reciprocal la�ice and k is the in-plane

component of the wave vector set by the excitation. Equation (B.4) represents the

expansion used in RCWA. What is more, in Eq. (B.4) appears the fundamental

numeric approximation, as we cannot use infinite G vectors. As a consequence, we

have to truncate the series and the upper vector Gmax must be set by us. Clearly,

the convergence of the simulation will depend on its value. For 1D unit cells the

truncation is straight forward, but not for 2D unit cells. In fact, the truncation in

the reciprocal space in 2D can be set by a circular rule |m2 + n2 | ≤ R2 being R the

upper limit radius, or a rectangular rule |m |2 + |n |2 ≤ L2 being L the upper limit
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side of a square. The choice would depend on the geometry of the unit cell.

Assuming that Gmax is fixed, we define e(z) ≡ [EG1 ,EG2 , · · · ], and

h(z) ≡ [HG1 ,HG2 , · · · ]. One important concern is that the ordering of the vectors

in the reciprocal space G must be consistent throughout the algorithm.

Next, we have to couple the fields, e(z) and h(z), to the periodic structure we want

to simulate. The permi�ivity is in general a tensor but we will assume isotropic

materials, namely it will be an scalar. Therefore, the permi�ivity in the real space

ϵ (r) is translated in the reciprocal space as:

ϵ (r) =
∑
G

ϵG exp(i (k +G) · r),

ϵG =
1
|Lr |

∫
cell
ϵ (r) exp(−iG · r)dr,

(B.5)

where the integral is over one unit cell of the la�ice. This integral can be done by

using the closed form of the Fourier transform or using the fast Fourier transform

(FFT) of a spatial sampling image of ϵ (r). Now, we can form the matrix1 that will

be used to couple e(z) and h(z) to the unit cell:

ϵ̂mn = ϵ (Gm−Gn ) , (B.6)

where it is used the superscript (̂ ) to refer operators acting in G space. Thus, we

introduce ϵ̂ in Eq. (B.2):

ik̂yhz (z) − h
′
y (z) = − iωϵ̂ex (z),

h′x (z) − ik̂xhz (z) = − iωϵ̂ey (z),

ik̂xhy (z) − ik̂yhx (z) = − iωϵ̂ez (z);

ik̂yez (z) − e
′
y (z) =iωhx (z),

e ′x (z) − ik̂xez (z) =iωhy (z),

ik̂xey (z) − ik̂xex (z) =iωhz (z),

(B.7)

1Formally, the block Toeplitz matrix.
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where k̂u = diag(ku +G1u ,ku +G2u , · · · ) u = x ,y represents the field wave-number

in the G space. Then, we can eliminate the z components (hz (z),ez (z)). As result,

we reformulate Eq. (B.7) to obtain:

(ω2I − κ)



hx (z)

hy (z)


= −iω



−e ′y (z)

e ′x (z)


, (B.8a)

(ω2E − K )



−ey (z)

ex (z)


= −iω



h′x (z)

h′y (z)


, (B.8b)

where,

E =



ϵ̂ 0

0 ϵ̂


, (B.9a)

κ ≡



k̂y k̂y

−k̂x −k̂x


E−1



k̂y 0

0 −k̂x


, (B.9b)

K ≡



k̂x k̂x k̂xˆ̂ky

k̂yk̂x k̂yk̂y


. (B.9c)

Once we have set Eq. (B.8), which are just the Maxwell equations in matrix form,

we have to express the fields as a superposition of eigenmodes. Consequently,

we have to set the z dependence proportional to exp(iqz), being q some complex

number. Also, we will impose ∇ · H = 0 in the expansion. Following from the

expression Eq. (B.4) the magnetic field can be expressed as:

H(r,z) =
∑
G

[
ΦG,x x + ΦG,y y

−
(kx +Gx )ΦG,x + (ky +Gy )ΦG,y

q
z

]
exp(i (k +G) · r + iqz)

(B.10)

where x, y, and z are the Cartesian unit vectors and ΦG,x and ΦG,y are the

expansion coefficients. This form satisfies ∇ · H = 0 as we have expressed the z

axis coefficients as function of x and y. We can do analogously for the electric
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field, using equations (B.4) and (B.10). Also, we can group this coefficients as

vectors: Φx = [ΦG1,x ,ΦG2,x , · · · ] and similarly for Φy . Next, we can substitute

Eq. (B.10) in Eq. (B.8) to drop the z dependence and combine both equations

eliminating the fields:

(E (ω2 − κ) − K )Φ = Φq2,

Φ = [Φx,n ,Φy,n]ᵀ,
(B.11)

where q2 is a diagonal matrix with the eigenvalues q2
n . Obviously, this equation

can be solved as an eigenvalue problem. Generally, finding the eigenmodes of each

layer will be the computational time bo�leneck. Now, we are able to recover the

in-plane fields, i.e. the transverse components et and ht of a layer li between zi

and zi + di :



et (z)

ht (z)


=



Θ −Θ

Φ Φ


×



f (z) 0

0 f (d − z)





a

b


,

Θ ≡ (ω2I − κ)Φq−1,

(B.12)

where a and b are the coefficient of the forward (towards z positive) and backward

propagating waves at z = zi and at z = zi + d respectively, and f (z) is a diagonal

matrix operator with entries f (z)nn = exp(iqnz). Finally the z components of the

fields are recovered by substituting Eq. (B.12) in Eq. (B.7).

In summary, we have solved the time-harmonic Maxwell equations in matrix form,

Eq. (B.8), by using a Fourier basis, Eq. (B.10) to finally obtain an eigenvalue problem,

Eq. (B.11). In order to obtain the fields we substitute in Eq. (B.7). Yet, we have

solved the fields for one layer only. It follows that we have to use some matrix

formalism to solve the whole structure, in our case the sca�ering matrix.

B.2.1 The Sca�ering Matrix

Even though we will use the sca�ering matrix to couple the different layers of the

device, it is important to clarify that the sca�ering matrix is not the only matrix that

can be used to solve the structure. Chiefly, there are two other types of matrices
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typically used. Such as the transfer matrix [204–206], and the impedance matrix

[207]. However, the transfer matrix is numerically unstable, whereas the impedance

matrix is less used by the CEM community, leaving the sca�ering matrix as the

state-of-the-art.[208]

For the sake of simplicity, lets assume the n layer is between two layers, 0 and M ,

see Fig. B.2.

Figure B.2: The amplitudes coefficients of the sca�ering matrix related to its coefficients
for a l layer between layers 0 and M .

In addition, we assume these la�er layers have no thickness, as they represent

the front and back dielectric media. The sca�ering matrix of the l layer is defined

by linking the forward in z channels a = [a0,aM ] to the backward channels

b = [b0,bM ]:



b0

aM


=



S11 S12

S21 S22





a0

bM


, (B.13)

The calculation of the S-matrix comprises a series of steps. First and foremost, we

have to to obtain the eigenvalues of the l layer, Eq. (B.11). Then, generate the block

matrices, and proceed to couple this layer by imposing the transmission boundary
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conditions:



Θ0 −Θ0

Φ0 Φ0





a0

b0


=



Θl −Θl

Φl Φl





I 0

0 fl (d )





al

bl


,



Θl −Θl

Φl Φl





fl (d ) 0

0 I





al

bl


=



ΘM −ΘM

ΦM ΦM





aM

bM



(B.14)

We can use Eq. (B.14) to establish the blocks of the sca�ering matrix, Eq. (B.13)

(S11,S12,S21 and S22). This process can be easily generalized for a multi-layered

device to generate the global sca�ering matrix, S. Namely, we construct S by

multiplying each sca�ering matrix of N layers using the Redheffer’s star product:

S = S(ref) ⊗ S(1) ⊗ S(2) . . . ⊗ S(N ) ⊗ S(trm), (B.15)

where (ref) and (trm) stands for reflected and transmi�ed mediums, for the simple

case of one layer ref=0, N=1, and trm=M .2

In addition, one computational trick that can be used is to incorporate zero

thickness layers between each layers.[208, 209] If the l layer fulfill the same

boundary conditions at the front and back interfaces, i.e. the front and back

materials are the same and it is composed of materials that themselves obey

reciprocity, then the sca�ering matrix of the l layer is symmetric: S12 = S21, and

S11 = S22. The use of zero thickness layers complicates the calculus, but the

memory footprint of the algorithm is reduced. What is more, by using these layers

the S matrix of each real layer can be arbitrarily interchanged and therefore

recycled. Also, if the transmi�ed and incident media are the same as the zero

thickness layers there is no need to couple the device to external regions.

Once we generate the global S-matrix, we can obtain the reflectivity and

transmission spectra. By analyzing Equation (B.13) it is clear which blocks of the

sca�ering matrix can be associated to real physical meanings. If light is coming

2The sca�ering matrix of the incident mediums can be found using Eq. (B.13). For example, if the

incident medium is air/vacuum: Sr ef =


0 I

I 0


.
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from the left, bM = 0, S11 ≡ the reflection, and S12 ≡ the transmission, of the l layer,

see Fig. B.2.3

To obtain the reflectivity by an incident plane wave we have to translate the

amplitude vectors (a,b) into experimental waves with an angle and polarization.

This translation is done by using Eq. (B.12) and a0. In fact, as we are exciting only

the propagation on a0(G1), the zero order, because it will be the only non-zero

component. Assuming the layers are 0 and M the transverse components are:

et,inc = Θ0a0,

et,ref = −Θ0b0,

et,trm = ΘNaM .

(B.16)

And using Eq. (B.13):
b0 = S11a0,

bM = S21a0.
(B.17)

Combining Eq. (B.16) and Eq. (B.17) we could obtain the transverse component of

the output fields:
rt = et,ref = −Θ0S11Θ−1

0 a0,

tt = et,trm = Θ0S21Θ−1
0 a0.

(B.18)

where rt and tt correspond to the transverse reflected and transmi�ed fields. The

longitudinal part of this fields, rz and tz , are obtained by the divergence equation

of the electric field, and substituting k̂s,z ; s = ref,trm. Hence, the reflected and

transmi�ed fields vectors are: r = (rt ,rz ) and t = (tt ,tz ) respectively. Then,

assuming a unit amplitude source, the reflection and transmission are:

R =
Gmax∑
G=0

R =
Gmax∑
G=0

*
,
Re

[
−k̂z,ref

k̂z,inc

]
|r|2+

-
,

T =
Gmax∑
G=0

T =
Gmax∑
G=0

*
,
Re

[
k̂z,trm

k̂z,inc

]
|t|2+

-
.

(B.19)

3In this section we have used the same formulation as in [208]. Other conventions like the ones
used in [189, 199] interchange the equivalences of the sca�ering matrix blocks with the reflectivity
and transmi�ance. Both conventions are physically equivalent. However, the former present some
advantages as the S-matrix of each layer is symmetric if the layer is surrounded by two identical
layers, and, as R. Rumpf noted in [208], it is the standard convention used in other research areas,
previously to CEM implementations.
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To obtain the total reflection and transmission, R and T , we have to add all the

reflection and transmission coefficients of each Gi . Besides, if the structure reflects

or transmits at high orders, the simulation will only converge for a large Gmax,

hence increasing the computation time. In same cases it is interesting to obtain

the diffraction efficiencies for each diffraction order, Gi , by using R and T.

In summary, the S-matrix can be used to obtain the fields, the reflection and

transmission of a photonic structure. Another feature we have not mentioned is

that it is possible to find the modes of the whole structure by finding the poles of

the determinant of the global S-matrix.[81]

B.2.2 FMM formulations

In the preceding sections we have described the RCWA algorithm without

hesitation on how to construct the E matrix, which physically represents the

permi�ivity in the Fourier space. Therefore, we are after a matrix that relate the

displacement, dt , and electric field, et :

dt = Eet ,


dx

dy


=



ϵ̂

ϵ̂





ex

ey



(B.20)

where ϵ is generated by Eq. (B.5) and the ̂ corresponds to the spatial Fourier

transform.

However, if the electric field has a significant normal component to the in-plane

material interface, the convergence is very slow in the number of G. For example

this happens for the TM mode in metallic 1D gratings.

Fourier factorization rules were introduced in Ref. [199] and they dictate that the

displacement and electric field components are built different for the normal and

tangential directions of the electric field to the dielectric permi�ivity within the

unit cell:

d ‖ = ϵ̂ e ‖ ,

d⊥ = η̂ d⊥,

(B.21)
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where η = ϵ−1. In other words, the inverse of the permi�ivity for the normal

components to the interface is done in the real space, namely before the Fourier

transform. When the structure is 1D and the x and y directions are separable, it is

straight forward to apply this rule:

ey = ϵ̂−1dy = η̂dy . (B.22)

However, when the structure is 2D,x-y directions are no longer separable. Therefore,

we have to generate a coordinate system (a vector field) where the parallel and

perpendicular components are independent, a dubbed fast Fourier factorization

(FFF) [200]:

E = T̂



ϵ̂

η̂−1


T̂ −1 (B.23)

where T is the change of basis matrix to the field vector t which is periodic

(like the unit cell) and with separable tangent and normal components to all

material interfaces inside the unit cell. Besides, in the literature there are different

approaches to find this change of basis. [101, 200, 210, 211] Basically, they differ on

when to apply the Fourier transform to the change of basis, and how to find the T

matrix. The different formulations of FFF are reviwed and implemented in [101].

B.3 An outlook on RCWA and a comparison

with other methods

We have detailed the RCWA method in the previous sections, as it is the method

used in this thesis. Some of the most notable alternatives to RCWA are finite

difference in the time and frequency domain (FDTD [212] and FDFD [213]) , the

finite elements method (FEM) [214], and the C-method [215, 216]. All of them can

be used to solve the the electromagnetic fields for the photonic nanostructures

proposed in this thesis. The structures presented in this thesis are 3-D, dielectric,

periodic and laminar; the RCWA is thus particularly suited because of its Fourier

basis representation. One characteristic constrain of the RCWA method is that

each layer only has structure in the lateral directions, and such structure must be

periodic. The nano-cones arrays proposed in Chapter 3, must then be sliced in a
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(a)  (b)                    (c)

Figure B.3: Approximation used in the RCWA method to generate a cone. The cone is
sliced into layers, and made up with concentric cylinders. Using few layers like in (a) is
desirable for optimizations to reduce the computation time, but an accurate result needs
more layers like in (b) to make the simulation converge to the ideal cone (c).

multilayer of cylinders of increasing radii, see Fig. B.3, and it can be calculated

accurately by increasing the number of layers, but the drawback is the computation

time increases. Still, the RCWA is a fast and direct method to obtain the reflectivity

and transmission, being both magnitudes fundamental for the development of

this thesis. In contrast, other methods such as FEM or FDTD need further post-

processing for these two magnitudes. Besides, it is important to compare this

method to other CEMs and clarify its practical advantages and disadvantages. I

will center on comparing RCWA to FDTD, FEM and the C-method as they are the

more typical CEMs.

FDTD is a very popular and flexible method. It can be used for metallic and

dielectric gratings, and there are quite popular commercial and open source

implementations.[217, 218] However, one simple advantage of RCWA would be

that materials permi�ivities can be introduced directly as RCWA is solved in the

frequency domain. In contrast, time domain algorithms, as FDTD, typically need a

fi�ing to dispersion models to simulate real materials. Another positive

consequence of operating in the frequency domain is that it is very easy to

parallelize a spectrum, as each frequency can be calculated in a separated CPU

process. In fact, RCWA typically needs less computational resources than FDTD. A

3D calculus in RCWA is generally faster than in FDTD because RCWA solves

numerically only two space dimensions, whereas FDTD solves three space

dimensions plus the propagation time. Also, if the unit cell is correctly described
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with few reciprocal vectors, the sampling needed is lower than the sampling used

in the real space as in FDTD. Therefore, the unit cell data can be numerically

compressed, as in computer science, by choosing a few reciprocal vectors. This

later advantage disappears if a lot of reciprocal vectors are excited in the strucutre,

a typical situation found in the case of big unit cells.

FEM is another very flexible and popular method, in particular for plasmonics. It is

also typically solved in the frequency domain like RCWA. However, in comparison,

RCWA does not require to define an explicit mesh, allowing a quick modification

of the structure. This is critical when the objective is to make a global optimization

of the initial structure. Some workis in the literature combine RCWA with FEM

to reduce the staircasing problem and increase the convergence with metals.[219,

220]

Another method formally close to RCWA (frequency domain and EM fields

expressed in diffraction orders) that should be treated separately is the C-method.

The C-method uses a coordinate transformation and it does not require any

slicing, or meshing. Also, the computation time is similar to the RCWA for a few

layers, or even quicker.[221] Its main advantage in contrast to RCWA is that

complex structures in z can be simulated without an stair-case approximation.

However, the dielectric interface has to be described parametrically, namely as a

function. As a result, the problematic geometric structures are sort of opposite

compared to RCWA, as steep profiles need to increase the sampling. This problem

can be overcome by using an additional coordinate transformation, namely an

adaptive resolution method.[222] Still, the strengths of both methods can be

combined if they are introduced into the same S-matrix.[223]

Nonetheless, RCWA presents some unavoidable disadvantages apart from the

staircasing already mentioned. Relaying on the Fourier transform of the dielectric

structure implies that it will require a high number of reciprocal vectors for high

permi�ivity contrast structures, as a metal-dielectric structure, and it can be

adversely affected by ill-conditioned matrices and the Gibbs phenomenon.[199]

Another consequence of using the Fourier transform is that each layer must have

the same periodicity, unless some kind of perfect matching layer (PML) is used to

isolate each nanostructure.[224, 225] Then again, the normal components of the

fields in metal grids are difficult to handle even with proper Fourier factorization
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rules, which generally increase the computation time. Using RCWA for this type of

structures may require a huge sampling in the reciprocal space and the simulation

convergence is not assured [101]. As result, metals are generally simulated using

FEM or FDTD. Moreover, from a practical view, the energy conversion is granted

even for non accurate results. This implies that every RCWA calculus will have to be

tested by increasing the number of reciprocal vectors until the calculus converges.

Lastly, from a more practical point of view, we chose to use RCWA as it is a well

known robust algorithm and it is quite easy to find several open source codes

with an active community.[101, 208, 226] In fact, in this thesis we have mainly

used the implementation by V. Liu,[101], because we were able to combine this

implementation with other numerical packages,[109, 227, 228] within the same

code, overall simplifying the process.

Above all, the flexibility and speed of this method, let us draft, optimize and analyze

several structures before finding the best ones for our applications.
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